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Welcome to another edition of artspace. We hope that you
enjoy some very interesting articles from our writers, whom I
would like to thank very much for their contributions. Without
them we would have a lot of white pages.

Richard Yeomans

Since the last issue there has been a change on the committee
of LSAwhich bodes wellforthe future health of this organisation.

Mary Partridge

New blood is always wel@me. I would like to thank all those
previous commiftee members for keeping the artscene in Warwickshire in focus over the years. The Zeitgeist at the moment
is all about change. For me personally I have now taken retirement from 28 years of public service in education and spending more time in my studio and my allotment. Art and Veg go
together very well. lt's amazing how many artists cultivate the
bean and the cabbage. I have recently visited several artists in
London on their vegetable plots. Great place to think.

Nick Smale

Nick Smale

David Phillips

artspace is the journal of Leamington Studio Artists
Bill Jackson
Joumal Editor (07766013894)
David Phillips - Reviews Editor (079t121467697)

-

Contributors - Nick Smale, Pete Mccarthy, Ray Racy, Gordon
Fyfe, Anthea Callan, Rosalind Billingham, Richard Yeomans. Mary
Parfidge.
Printed by TW Printing
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/ Salvador Dali / Paula Rego / Vic{or Vaserely /
Richart Maire i Philip Goddard / Robert Churchill /
James Vinciguerra / Bill Jackson / Chris Wakefield
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A leading provider of visual arts and media
courses both full and part time. All enquiries
to Dave Hirons, Scfrool ofArt and Design. Tel:
01926 318233.
Warwick New Road Leamington Spa CV32 SJE

TW Printing 'artspace'is printed by using the latest digital copying technology both in colour and
black and white - dired from disk.
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It seems that one of our major sponsors, Warwickshire School
of Art is about to undergo a big change too. Dave Hirons, Head
of School, is also retiring and I would like to thank Dave in

particular for all his contributions and support for the visual arts
in Warwickshire over the years. Dave had no hesitation in continuing the support of artspace which began with his predecessor, Brian Lamont, who sadly is no longer with us.

ln doing the updated membership listings I have noticed we
seem to be a steady ship. LSA does rely on a healthy membership to create opportunities for all. So here is my recruitment
voice - if you know anybody who maybe an artist or an art lover
please tell them about us. I belong to various photographic organisations, I am passive on some and on one in particular, I
am on the committee. lts nice to know that if you need help in
any aspect of your work, even just networking, there are people
out there who can help. Artists by their very nature are insular
and often introspective. ln this global world where it is really
now a question of who you know; self promotion and networking are serious skills that artists should have and that there are
organisations out there to help. Nearly all are run on a voluntary basis by people who care about the arts and want to help.
That's my soap boxing for this issue. Enjoy.
Bill Jackson

A New Chair
Catherine Bates stepped down as Chair of LSA at the lastAGM
(February 8th) and I was elected to the post. I confess to being
slightly daunted by the job but very excited by the prospect of
working with you all. I've lived in Leamington Spa for about
ten years having moved from Newcastle-under-Lyme where I
worked for over 30 years teaching Sociology at nearby Keele
University. I'm not a practising artist but I do have long standing academic interests in the history and sociology of art and
I have published on the subjects of art museums and exhibiting societies. I am a founding co-editor of an online museums

journal, Museum & Socie$. And I've long been interested in
pri nt-ma ki n g, particu larly twentieth-centu ry British pri nts.
Catherine's final report to the AGM is a testimony to her
professionalism and her years of hard work on behalf of the
Association. Under her stewardship LSA has raised its local
profile and established itself alongside other groups as a key
player on the Leamington arts scene. One thing that I have
quickly discovered is that LSAs strength lies with the commitment of its team and with the team's willingness to enlist
the support and trust of LSA members. At the AGM Catherine
acknowledged the enormous contributions of Dave Hirons,
Rosemary Keep, Mick Rafferty and Bill Jackson over the past
year and I can already see that when I come to do my report in
2008 I will have my fair share of thanking to do. lt is also clear
from Catherine's Report that, over the years, Grace Newman,
Liz Wright, Dave Lewis, lris Bertz, Steve Phillips, Hazel Shaw
and David Phillips have worked tirelessly to achieve the aims
and objectives of the Association.
From time to time it is good for a group such as ours to reflect
on its established aims and on its common purpose. As a new
chair I hope that members will feel able to pass on their feelings and thoughts about our mission. From talking to some of
you and from my reading of the Constitution I can see that our
mission includes the following aims.

to promote the reputations of LSA artists and to facilitate the sale of their work by means of regular exhibitions,
the Association's JournalArtspace and the LSA website;
1.

2. to pursue the project of providing reasonably priced
studio space for those members who are in need of this
facility;
3. to raise the profiles of contemporary arts and crafts in

Leamington and to further the development of an inclusive local community of people who are committed to this
goal;
4. to create opportunities for LSA members to meet the
local community.

possibilities are currently under discussion. Your Committee is
actively pursuing other exhibition venues and of course there
is the vexed question of studio space. lt's a vexed question
because Leamington's many advantages as a dynamic and
attractive town have also brought us inflated business costs
and development pressures which make this aspect of our
mission very difficult to achieve. But we will continue to pursue

the matter.

On this and other matters your Committee depends on its
members for intelligence, good advice and help. Ours is after
all an exhibiting society and we need to help you help us to
achieve more. At the last AGM we decided that there are two
things that we should do now.
First, we need to develop our committee structure in appropriate ways and to encourage members to fill these posts.

Developing our Commiftee Structure
1 . Exh ibitions Officer-to be responsi ble for the orga nisation,
installation and running of exhibitions as determined by
the Committee.

2. Studio and Exhibition Location Officer-to be responsible
for the finding of suitable premises for studio purposes.

3. Publicity Officer- to be responsible for ensuring LSA
becomes better known in the locality and its environs.
4. Recruitment Officer- to be responsible for getting more

artists/associates to join LSA.
5. Marketing Officer -to be responsible for promoting LSA
at a corporate level and contacting other corporations at
the institutional level.
6. Social and Events Officer-to be responsible for providing opportunities for members to interact at a professional
and social level through private views, trips to exhibitions
etc.
7. Distribution Manager-to be responsible for the distribution with the Membership Secretary of Artspace,
8. Artspace-there is a need for reviewers and writers of
articles, and for other help in supporting the editor.
Second, we need to hear more from you about how you see
things and how you would like to see LSA shaping up? What
are your needs as members? What are LSAs strengths and
weaknesses? Whatever your thoughts do please send your
ideas to us by e-mail :
gordon.flrfe@g ma l.com.
i

We need to work hard at all of these things, though it is clear
that we are further ahead in some respects than we are in
others. ln recent weeks your Committee has been pressing
ahead with plans for new shows. ln July there will be a show
at Warwickshire College and we will have a presence at the
Peace Festival in June. I am currently having preliminary discussions with the curators up at Keele University with a view to
having a show at their Gallery in the early Autumn of 2007.
Building a robust exhibition programme and projecting it into
the coming years must be a priority for all of us and some new
Page 2

Altematively, post them to Gordon Fyfe at LSA, Spencer Yard,
Spencer Street, Leamington Spa, CV31 3SY.
Our new headquarters is at Spencers Yard. All our welcome to
drop in and see us there. Check the website for opening times
(www. lsa-artists.co. uk)

Gordon Fyfe

Anselm Kiefer Jericho 2O07, installation picture, @the artist, couftesy

So Different, So Appealing
An oceangoing yacht 'sailed' across Vauxhall Bridge in June
last year. lt was making its way to Chelsea College of Art &
Design where it was to be installed for the duration of their Fine
Art Degree show The sculpture student it belonged to - this is
Chelsea, remember- had soloed theAtlanticon itand produced

the scariest, soggiest, bravest bit of mursework, ever. But for
her Finals show the passage would be a virtual one, a journey
in time, sans sharks, sans sea, sans everything. More of this
later except to wonder how we got from wood, stone and clay
as the materials of the aspiring sculptor, to the ropes, sails and
hull of a fully-rigged trimaran.
Sculpture was a much simpler business once. Colleges had
departments where you could concentrate exclusively on
its ageold practices without any awkward questions being

asked. The departments still exist but the activities have
been scrambled and the boundaries blurred. Even before
the intrusions and complications of virtuality and digitisation,
there were wonied debates about what might or might not
constitute valid practice. The idea of the art school as a centre
for enquiry and debate only got going in the post-war years,
the age of uncertainty. There had been speculation in the less
sleepy institutions before then about the continuing validity
of traditional practice. This was prompted by the scope and
scale of change that was taking place in the art world itself from
the turn of the century to the 1930s. There were grumblings
even at the innocent beginnings of Modernism in the late
1800s, about the methodologies and approaches of the new

movement. The debates raged mainly around the area of
painting. The intractable nature of the materials of sculpture,
its very three-dimensionality acted as a brake on speculative
enquiry until Cubism got under way and sculpture began to
do more than just represent. Even before then, lmpressionism

Academy of Arts

Peter Mccarthy looks at large scale sculpture
and wonders if we ever see its likes again
discipline such as philosophy or sociology, or adapted from
another creative practice such as theatre or music, in order
to meet the special needs of art. Mainstream activity, they
would claim, had stayed largely within its traditional boundaries

even when tested to its limits in the modemist period. The
historically familiar practices of art had lingered on in spite
of Conceptualism's impact and the radicalism of the styles,
movements and approaches that had preceded it.

Many artists were using the same hands-on methods as
their Renaissance predecessors because the legacy of the
academies that dominated European art in the nineteenthcentury continued to be promoted in the continent's art
schools, (and still is in some of them, believe it or not). The
discipline of accurate clay modelling continued more or less
intact in colleges during almost a century of Modernism until
it matured into Minimalism and the sculptor was able to stand
aside as the architect had always done and let others do the

work Even in Britain in the early years of the radical 1960s, you
could only get a National Diploma of Design in painting (there
were no degrees) by presenting a life study in oils and a threefigure composition for examination by an anonymous board
that resided no-one knew where and exercised its demands
for orthodory with complete indifference to such things as
creativity and invention. Sculpture students were just as tightly
constrained. There was less excuse for this in the 1960s than
there might have been in the nineteenth-century when there
was a political agenda behind the rules that the academies
maintained for the benefit of their privileged members.

had been considered by some as too superficial, too seductive

But by formalising practice, the academies gave aesthetics a
bad name. Rigidity led to sterility and decline. The modemist
aesthetic that replaced it was unable to ofier the continuity
that the more rigid but stable framework of academicism had

and Expressionism too theatrical. Cubism itself was seen as
too contrived, Surrealism too ridiculous and Dada too wib.

provided because, in keeping with the radical politics of the time,
it needed to be maintained in a state of permanent renewal.

Conceptualism was seen as dangerously clever when it
appeared in the 1960s, particularly by those whose instincts
and practices led them inexorably to the more traditional means
of making art. Their argument, and it's quite a sound one, was
that these disciplines, the familiar disciplines of art, also belong
intrinsically to art. They hadn't been adopted from some other
Page 3

It might even be claimed that modemist artists applied the
Maxist principle of perpetual revolution more effectively than
the politicians of the day, since the undermining of the previous
movement's aesthetic was a condition for the establishment of
the next. When turbulence dominates the climate of practice,
the immediate past is as much an encumbrance as the distant
past. Being up to date, being modern becomes all-important.

As we know, the pioneers of Cubism, Braque and Picasso,
started the abstract revolution modestly enough with brushes
and palettes and easel-sized canvases, but they soon began
to challenge the autonomy of specific practice by introducing
fragments of the real world. Their process became more
complex as time went on, but their subject-matter remained
simple. lt was form rather than content that made the synthetic
phase of Cubism different - the ordinariness of the task serving
to emphasise the radicalism of the ambition. Arms, legs and
features were flattened and fragmented according to a complex
and innovative schema that shifted the emphasis away from
illusionistic representation towards a more dynamic, quasisculptural way of suggesting content and form.

The immediacy of this early work and its visual radicalism
were generated by a concern for the possibilities of process.
The abandonment of preciousness, of dependence on
acquired craftsmanship, left the gate open for a whole range
of methodologies that had little to do with existing visual
pedigrees. Liberating though these developments were, they
were also highly confusing. Competence is hard to assess
when difference is at a premium. The stability of academic
art was anchored in its realism. But from the Cubist period
onwards realism lost its status as the comerstone of practice
and became little more than an optional extra. An artist's
production cannot be measured against the crafismanship of
the past when craftsmanship has been excluded from their
practice.

Picasso's painted bronze sculpture, Glass of Absinthe, 1914,
is a good example of this. lt is a deliberately clumsy exercise
in the deconstruction of form. The glass wobbles uncertainly
upwards. A real absinthe spoon teeters on the top edge,
effectively rendering invalid the illusionistic readings we might
otherwise be tempted to make. A much later work, Baboon with

Young, 1951, which Picasso produced as part of a series of
improvised sculptures at the ceramics factory in Vallauris, is
equally subversive but it represents a difierent type of daring
assemblage. lt succeeds not because of the accuracy with
which it establishes the anatomy of the real animal, though
this is surprisingly good, but because of the wit and invention
of its making. lts found elements are made to stand in for key
parts of the body, most famously the head, which is nothing
more than two toy cars, one of which, it being the 1950s, has
a split windscreen that makes for a convincing pair of eyes. lts
other ingredients are swallowed whole till its pot belly bulges
obscenely with the weight of it all. lt is not so much sculpture
as impromptu clay modelling, with the formal elements left
brazenly on show This process is not virtuous in itself. ln
absolute terms it is crude and primitive, but in the context of
Picasso's progression from the sterility of academicism to the
fecundity of Modernism, its use can been seen as cheekily
exploiting the principle of truth to materials.

By the 1950s when Picasso produced Baboon, modernist
sculptors had come to depend on this principle. The shift from
narrative illusionism to formal structuralism liberated the artist

from the difficulties of turning stone and clay into heads and
limbs and enabled them instead to become fully aftuned to
the character and composition of their materials not just at the
outset but right through to completion. lt also allowed more
dramatic and convincing use of scale. Massive figures had
been carved and constructed in the past but the scale ofthese
statues was always tempered by the influence of theirfigurative
determinants. We know in other words what their true scale
should be. Non-referential sculpture is never encumbered in
Page 4

this way. Donald Judd and Richard Serra in the 1960s and 70s
showed just how big things could get without having to resemble
anything in the real world other than other sculpture.
Judd died in 1994 but Sena is stillwith us. His massive work,
Torqued Ellipses, 2000, is squeezed into the hanger-like space
of the Fish Gallery in Bilbao's Guggenheim Museum without
this turning it into a vulgar colossus. lf there is a reference here,
it is, as with our Chelsea student, a nautical one. The structure
is built from the same type of steel as an ocean-going liner. The
atmosphere of the shipyard pervades the whole installation but
the association comes from the process rather than the form,
which is geometrically determined. The ellipticalwalls of rusting
steel lean at impossible angles, threatening with annihilation
any spectator who dares to enter these labyrinthine alleyways
as they twist their way around the gallery. lt's an impressive
piece of work. But why?
Well, it has several things going for it. The scale first of all, but
also the sheer presence of these great rusty walls that seem
to have brought their own weather-system into the gallery with
them. lt has clearly rained a lot where they came from. (lt rains
a lot where they are now, but that's another story - the rain in
Spain stays mainly in Bilbao). This is the sort of weathering
that Tapies knew all about. lt is not simply a case of its being
picturesque, though it is that too, almost literally - the great
lengths of steel appear to have been used as a giant canvas
to make a monumental statement. They were in fact blasted
with jets of salt water to accelerate their coppery mellowing.
The effect is dramatic, melodramatic even. Elements of the
piece had been shown in previous years at the DIA Foundation

in New York without satisfying the jaded palates of the

NY

critics, who regarded them as too theatrical. There is perhaps a
fairground quality about the experience. But when the novelty
of the threat of all that inclining metial wears off, it becomes
primarily a sculptural experience that's as big as an office block
and has enough steel in it to build a good-sized ship. lt works
because it represents a proposition to consider the limits of form
and balance in a complicated geometrical set-up whose scale
has no natural determinants. The gigantism of the piece and
its apparent instability make it forbidding, but this isn't a folly
like the Colossus of Rhodes. lt is a neat idea that is allowed to
expand beyond the scale ofthe studio and beyond the scope of
the tools, methods and materials of traditional sculpture.
Torqued Ellipses is on permanent display in Bilbao but there is
no equivalent installation in this country where we c€ln take the
temperature of the pure, unadulterated practice of sculpture.
Andy Goldsworthy comes nearest to it in work that can be seen
at the Yorkshire Sculpture Park's galleries till next January (see

later). The exhibits are uncompromisingly sculptural but he
started that way in the seventies and has been stubborn enough
and become famous enough to be able to stay with it. The idea
of a young sculptor proposing something as aesthetic, as'elitist'
as his piled logs or damned rivers would be unthinkable these
days, (remember where we started.) Henry Moore is dead
enough for his permanent occupation of the grounds of the
Yorkshire Sculpture Park to be enjoyed or even celebrated. But
the impact of the work is affected by its location. Even where
the transformation of form is at its most advanced in the work
derived from studies of animal bones, his sculptures do not
always sit happily in their sunoundings. We could perhaps see
Anthony Gormley as following in his footsteps when he places
his body casts in the landscape or on the beach, but his figures
are more like players in a grand scheme than monuments in a
grand place. Moore's aesthetic is too studio-bound for the work
to compete with the great outdoors. His tendency to distort
and monumentalise seems parochial now. lt has had a mixed

influence on the development of sculpture in this country. His
work showed great ambition but it diverted attention away
from the potential of pure form as demonstrated by Brancusi,
for instance, and anchored it instead in the world of tangible
references until Anthony Caro and Philip King came along.
William Pye and Bill Turnbull had already moved beyond the
ubiquitous influence of Moore and Hepworth but had opted for
a type of bland geometric game playing that lacked the passion,
gravitas and conviction of the earlier artists. Caro and King had
these qualities in abundance and a highly developed sense for
the distribution of form that enabled them to incorporate space
as an element in work that was already well-conceived.

Richard Deacon, now one of Britain's leading sculptors, has
capitalised on their example. His work seems to straddle, climb,

crawl and grow. lt looks as if it is planning a break-out from
whichever gallery it happens to be in. lt is no surprise that his
best work has been produced for outside locations. Let's Not
be Stupid, 1991, in the Wanrvick University campus is a good
example on both counts. lt continues a discourse, according to

the artist, on the relationship between freedom and constraint.
The main form is caged but it is also escaping. He has made
references in the past to the human body but he does not
allow anthropomorphic readings to distract from the broader
intentions of the work. Out of Order, 2003, which was shown
at the lkon Gallery this winter, reveals an almost philosophical
understanding of the potential of wood and of the meanings
that might accrue when it is twisted and stretched beyond its
natural limits

This was Deacon's first outing in the Midlands for some time,
and there has not been a major public show of his work in
London since 1985 when he exhibited five large pieces at
the Tate. He is represented by galleries in Denmark, France,

lengths of timber suggest a process that has wrenched them
from a dormant state and turned them into unravelling chaff.

The piece commands respect not just because of its hybrid
nature nor for any external issues it might have borrowed
along the way but because of its own intrinsic worth. But in
the present climate, intrinsic worth often takes second place to
other considerations. The collapse of traditional practice has
encouraged the idea that exhibited works will only be relevant
to their audiences if they contain references to the real world
or real lives or show evidence of the artist acting as a creative
facilitator for some worthy project or other that has a strong
interactive element. The principle of issue-based work has been
around for a long time. (Guernica is the obvious example of the
successful use of this approach in the modern era), but not till
now has it been seen as a necessary ingredient of practice.
The preference among curators for issue-based or interactive
subject-matter puts pressure on artists to conform to an external
brief that might not suit them. lt deflects attention away from the
form and dynamics of works that, in the case of primarily abstract
sculpture, might be its most important elements. The eccentric
form and unusual materials of Deacon's Out of Order evoke

external references but these are so deeply encrypted, their
acknowledgement becomes irrelevant. The driving force is the
desire to extend the capacity of materials not just to represent
but to throw up sometimes tenuous ideas and associations
through a process of material invention. The project is purely
sculptural and, of course, things that are pure can also be
refreshing. So it is with Out of Order. lt is sculpture with a light
touch, its hybrid qualities demonstrating an open mind on what
the processes of sculpture can validly accommodate.

Germany, Spain and the Lisson Gallery in London and yet he's
hardly visible. His neglect is symptomatic of the disinclination to
show pure sculpture (and painting) that seems to have afflicted
the non-commercial galleries. His work is no doubt seen as an
anachronism, a hangover from Modernism in a postmodern
world. But Deacon has been consistently good at combining
incompatible materials and bending these to his will, forcing
them into structural configurations that extend their natural
dynamics and make them seem synthetic. lt is the flip side of
the truth to materials principle and a sign of just how securely
this principle has become lodged within the mainstream
practice of sculpture. The strategy is no different from Picasso's
at Vallauris, but the intention is necessarily different Picasso's

objective in Baboon was to focus on the representation of a
specific animal, but Deacon does not do this or its equivalent.
What he represents, if he can be said to represent, is a set
of ideas that unravel and re-form as the process goes on. His
works are more technical, the scale is more industrial and the
subject-matter is more cryptically encoded than it would be in

Out Of Oder Richard Deacon, @ the artist, cowiesy lkon Gallery

referential sculpture.
Out of Order is also at the opposite end of the scale to Serra's
Torqued Ellipses. lt is designed to straddle the ground so that
the spectator looks down on it. lt describes its rococo curves
with all the paciness and the convoluted twists and turns of a
white-knuckle ride. lt occupied one of lkon's not insubstantial
galleries without seeming ever to touch the ground The wooden
lengths of Out of Order spiral around like shards from a giant
lathe that has suddenly gone berserk. The artist considers the
work to be 'seriously impolite' That's good but it doesn't do this
meandering object justice because it is also seriously inventive.
The main wooden span is twisted into shape like a massive
wrought iron bar. The blackened surfaces of the other spiralling
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Sculpture as a composite of parts is no longer a surprise, so
its autonomy should no longer be an issue. lt has proved its
viability. Andy Goldsworthy shows this to great effect in the
installations at the Yorkshire Sculpture Park, mentioned earlier.
He does not combine ingredients as Deacon does but pushes
the more traditional materials of stone, wood and clay to their
natural limits in a set of bold installations that demonstrate a
profound understanding of the potential of the staple materials
of sculpture. He started out in the '1970s with geometric
interventions in the landscape. His aesthetic was and continues
to be modernist and abstract but only so far as nature will allow
- natural forces are always taken into account,

with geometry acting as a stabilizing force that gives the artist a
degree of aesthetic leverage in an unstable situation. There are
documentary photographs in the current show of built structures
where he has tried to reveal the power and beauty of natural
phenomenon - water forcing its way through openings whose
shapes are purely aesthetic, or a sharply pointed, serpentine
wall that only just pierces the surface of a lake. Beautiful ideas
that set out to reveal the wholesomeness and power of natural
phenomena and our desire to control them. lt's an aesthetic
that requires experience. He worked on a farm from the age
of thirteen, which gave him a sense of reality about the darker,
dirtier, smellier side of nature and saved him from being too
precious, too holy about how he might approach it.

With Kiefer it's the other way round. He uses

a range of

materials that would make the average painter blink, but they
are still paintings. The ingredients include oil, emulsion, shellac,
bitumen, sun-baked mud, straw, photographs, woodcuts, lead,
rocks and various incorporated palettes, propellers, model
ships, submarines & planes, and in his latest outing at the

magnificent new White Cube Gallery in Mason's Yard, palm
branches, a fully grown tree and a teetering set of reinforced
concrete towers in the RoyalAcademy forecourt nearby.
He has had to create a specific aesthetic to hold all this together
but it is not entirely of his own making. lt's much more European

than Goldsworthy's, it's a different type of poetry, anchored
not just in nature but also in history, in the reality of war. The
influence of his teacher, Joseph Beuys, is ever present. The
iconography is not the same but the emphasis on significant
materials is similar. The earthy, monochromatic, wasted look of
everything is reminiscent, not just of Beuys' graphic work but
also of his installations - for straw read felt, for mud read fat.
More significantly, however, they have both created a personal
mythology. Beuys centres his around the myth of his life - his
work is shot through with shamanistic references to his neardeath experience as a pilot in the Second World War. But
war is also an issue and perhaps a broader issue for Kiefer
because he has tackled the Nazi aspect of his subject matter
head-on. ln his recent show, the symbology is the antithesis of
his apocalyptic visions of Nazism, because the palm branch is,
afterall, a symbol of peace.

Kiefer's addiction to weighty subject-matter can seem
bombastic in comparison with Beuys. Kiefer will only deal with
sonorous issues - fascism, German history, folklore, alchemy,
world literature, ancient Egypt, the Kaballah, the Cosmos
and now Palm Sunday. lt is difficult to take on themes that

Sfacked Oak Andy Goldsworthy @ the aftist courtesy of Yorkshire
Sculpture Park

are dripping with such significance without this becoming a
burden, but his treatment has always been confident and
almost always convincing. His command of scale, his fluency
of touch and his sweeping compositions allow him to meet the
challenge of his weighty subject-matter head-on. He tries to
do justice to its significance, to make the earth tremble, as he
puts it (quoting Victor Hugo), by encrusting and embellishing
his surfaces with sombre, deep-toned painterly matter till the

He gets the balance just about right in YSP"s Underground
gallery where the materials are coaxed into shape in a set
of stunning installations. Oak logs are tangled in a mass of
interlocking limbs. ln the first room like a giant Rubik's cube

theme is almost tangibly present. The works hover somewhere
between sculpture and painting, the sculptural towers in the RA
forecourt extending the uncertainties skyward like earthquake
ravaged buildings that are in danger of collapse. They make the

turned rustic Roughly quarried flagstones are stacked

confident splendour of the courtyard's classical facades look

in

another room to form a set of flat, rough, kiln-like objects, each
containing a deeply sinister, inky black hole that he sees as a

dangerously complacent.

'window onto the violent energies of nature'. But the best of
these large rooms has its walls completely plastered with clay
that is drying and splitting spectacularly before your very eyes.
Human hair binds it together and stops it falling off - you can

A model battle-ship is perched on top of one of the towers. lts
inherent vulnerability as a war machine is made even more
precarious by its exposed position. The incorporation of found

see it matted and tangled in the open cracks. The associations
are as clever as they are in the work of that equally determined

and equally well-focused artist, Anselm Kiefer. He too is
unwilling to deal with anything other than profound subjects.
ln his case it's the historically profound, with history stretching
into myth. Goldsworthy's profundity comes from the land, from
the elements that shape it and from the animals that trample,
bleed and defecate on it. lt's a daunting mix of elements - one
that he uses in a series of beautiful abstract images that are
also on show at the Longside Gallery across the YSP grounds.
Goldsworthy paints on paper and canvas as an extension to
his sculpture.

objects, tangible aftefacts and significant materials allows
many of Kiefer's subjects to be physically represented. Where
illusionism is used, it is kept deliberately simple. Perspectival
recession is the visual device of choice in his architectural and
landscape paintings. lt has to be remembered that Kiefer began
to use this means of creating spatial illusion at a time when such
a strategy was regarded as old-fashioned and absurd. lts use is
consciously subversive. lt creates a romantic, quasi-Wagnerian

narrative that violates all the known rules of Modernism but
manages nevertheless to seem fresh, new and exciting. There
have been and will continue to be cleverer or subtler ways of
physically encompassing such profound imagery but it is hard
to see how they might have the same impact. Kiefer has made
these subjects and these strategies his own.
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For projects in this country involving similarly strong

and

serious ideas around the issue of destruction, we need to look
further back to artists such as Rachael Whiteread or Cornelia
Parker. They are probably the two British artists who come
closest to the subplot of Kiefer's towers in two iconic works that
helped to consolidate their reputations. Whiteread's House,
1993-4 and Comelia Parker's Cold, Dark Matter, 1991, reveal

vogue for more active curatorial involvement is also disinclining
curators to give full reign to the autonomous artist by simply
showing the products of their studios. What they want now is
a collaborator. The promotion and support of artists who want
their practice to be personal and independent has been left to
the commercial galleries or to the whim of serious collectors.

the same depth of ambition as Kiefer, but their profundity is
delivered with a lighter touch. There is dark humour in both
works. Whiteread's cast of the interior space of an East End
house is a witty reversal of our normal expectations. lt is less
an assertion of reality than a discovery of another reality that is
only revealed by the destruction of its original form. lts means
of production is purely industrial. Demolition of houses is at the
bottom of the heap of building trade skills. Spraying the inside
of a room with concrete isn't much better either. But the ghostly

elegance of the alien structure that emerged from this dumb
process was uncanny. The work could only be conceived by
a leap of imagination but its tangible prescence and its public
appeal were enormous.

Parker's cunning reconstruction of the violent demolition of
a garden shed and its contents might seem less dramatic at
first sight but it is equally serious and equally appealing. This
has been described before in Artspace 19. The scenario was
simplicity itself. The shed was taken to Salisbury Plain and
blown apart by the army. The shattered remnants were then
gathered and suspended from the ceiling of a London gallery
around a standard light bulb. This projected a lacework of
silhouettes onto the walls, floors and ceiling in imitation of those

first moments after the Big Bang.
The means of production is radical in both cases, in this and in
House. The process begins beyond the studio. lt is reductive,
destructive even, as opposed to the constructive process
that normally takes place in the sculptor's studio. The paring

away of the skin of bricks in House is perhaps similar to the
chiselling away of stone in a more conventional piece of work,
but the trigger-happy character of the process puts it beyond
the confines of normal practice. lt does not require any of the
sculptor's skills or artistry. lt is just a job that the army sorted
out for Parker, but it is the original concept that munts. The
process of making is foreign to practice in each case but both
end products have undeniable sculptural presence. They are
also able to compete with works of the past, as Picasso's
Baboon had done or Serra's Torqued Ellipses, but without ever
using the traditional tools of the past. How do they achieve this?
Well not by trucking their boats to college, that's for sure. They
satisfy the requirements of an art tradition where tangibility is an
essential ingredient by progressing from the inside outwards,
from the whole to the parts, without this violating practice. lt's a
clever way to proceed.

The student or the young artist who is trying to develop a
suitable method of practice may not have been given the
chance to develop these sensibilities or this understanding of
practice. Stabili$ in the creative arts is not the virtue it was
once considered to be. The desire to be inventive, socially
relevant, creative and original will always clash with the need
to establish structures for encouraging, monitoring, measuring
and showing quality work The publicly funded galleries seem
to have lost their way in the confusion that has followed in the
wake of more improvised methods of practice. Their ability to
recognise originality and relevance has become suspect. This
is sometimes put down to pressure from public funders who
often have a party-political or social agenda to satisfy, but the
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Cold

Da* Maffer Olivia Parker couftesy of

Tate Morden

The artists I have drawn attention to have all benefited from
public promotion and commissions in the past that did not
come with strings attached. The public galleries can do this.
The commercial galleries cannot. Their first imperative is to
sell. Things have always been hard for sculptors because of
the logistics of practice. But artists succeed when they bring
their creative energies to bear on serious issues that are wellresearched and well understood. The artists I have cited are
self-motivated individuals who initiate p@ects that require an
understanding of the materials they use and the procedures
they follow. This empathy will normally have been acquired
through long practice and the willingness to find solutions that
are serious and convincing. Artists who are prepared to or are
able to respond to gallery-initiated projects that require them to
operate as a social catalyst or creative facilitator will need other
skills that are harder to identify or acquire within traditional
practice. Beuys led the way and set the standard in this mode
of working. But the maverick direction he took is not one that
galleries would likely welcome in others. There is a flavour of
worthiness about many of these gallery initiated projects that
would be ill-suited to ways of working that might in any way
reflect the eccentric seltindulgence of Beuys' more extreme
interventions.

ls it no wonder that things so bemused the Chelsea student
we started with that she decided to stick with what she knew
and went off to fetch her boat? Perhaps she had the right idea,
casting herself adrift in the car park. The college certainly
thought so because they gave her, not surprisingly, a first.
Peter Mccarthy

Word and lmage I
ln Gelebration of Samuel Beckeft.
Rehearsing / Samuel Beckett
Lanchester Gallery Coventry.
Thanks to the School of Art and Design at Coventry University,
2006 did not pass without the opportunity of seeing this small
but valuable exhibition to celebrate the centenary of Samuel

Beckett's birth. Rehearsing / Samuel Beckett is a record
of the time the playwright spent at the Riverside Studios
(Hammersmith, London) in '1980 and 1984 rehearsing two
of his most famous plays, Endgame, and Waiting for Godot
with actors of the San Quentin Drama Workshop. Assembled
from the personal archive of David Gothard, Director of the
Riverside Studios from 1976 to '1985, it afforded a unique
insight into Beckett the man and Beckett the writer and director. Archive material included correspondence between Beckett

and Gothard, photographs of Beckett rehearsing, drawings by
artists invited to the Riverside Studios during rehearsals, press

cuttings and publications, as well as the opportunity to view
three rare videos, Not I and Rockaby, by Samuel Beckett, and
The Art of Rehearsal: A Masterclass by Harold Pinter, a writer
greatly influenced by Beckett's work.
It is in the theatre that words and images come to life, where
they live in time and move in three dimensions, and it was in
the photographs by Chris Hanis that we were made aware of
the concentration and focus that Beckett brought to the art of
directing. He was intensely conscious of the importance of the
visual image. The photographs showed the expressiveness of
his own body language when rehearsing; the precision of his
gestures, the positioning of his hands and arms, the body's
stance, the placement of his feet and the turn of his head.
All succeed in making the body speak. ln his Berlin Diary,
Beckett gave specific instructions: "Never let your change of
position and voice come together. First comes (a) the altered
bodily stance; after it, following a slight pause, comes (b)
the corresponding utterance." This is quite different from the
way we normally communicate, where words and gestures,
movements of the body, are often performed concurrently.
ln Beckett's method the focus of attention is on the action
(image)and then on the utterance (the word) so that each has
the full attention of the actor and the audience and both word
and image can communicate befter the thoughts and feelings
of his characters. ln the booklet, Rehearsing / Samuel Beckett,
published to accompany the exhibition, David Gothard, in conversation with Jessica Wiesner, emphasised the importance
of the visual image in Beckett's dramatic works: "...sculptural
qualities were firmly rehearsed into human shape, not formalised shape. The effect was sculptural, nonetheless, but never
static even though the finger or other detail of body could
sometimes be corrected by the director as sculptor." Beckett

was equally particular when it came to stage directions. At
the beginning of Endgame, for example, which he called the
unveiling, he states the exact sequence of movements and
number of steps the actor should take, first six, then three, and
finally one, when performing the opening ritualwith the ladder.
When he was criticised on the grounds that plays could not
be treated like frozen images in painting, he refened to those
paintings he had come to love most; they remained, he said,
eternally new and it was the image, rather than the performance, that endured.

The close relationship between art and literature in Beckett's
work was one of the themes of the exhibition. Beckett felt at
home surrounded by artists. At the Riverside Studios there
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was not only the photographer Chris Hanis but the painters
John Devane and Tom Philips whose works, inspired by the
rehearsals, adorned the walls of the show. Another fascinating
exhibit was a copy of A Passion for Painting, the catalogue of
a recent exhibition (National Gallery of lreland, 2006), on the
influence of paintings on Samuel Beckett as a writer and director. Beckett frequently made references to paintings in his writing and sometimes transcribed particular visual images for the
settings of his plays. Two men looking at the Moon, by Casper
David Friedrich, for example, became the setting for Waiting
for Godot, and the figures of blind Posso and Lucky, in Act ll.
were derived from The Parable of the Blind by Peter Bruegel
Velazquez's famous image of Pope lnnocent X, influenced the
creation of Hamm in Endgame, an invalid who is aggressively
desperate about his confinement in a wheelchair. Beckett
himself acknowledged a direct link between Caravaggio's, The
Recollation of St. John the Baptist, and the dramatic monologue, Not l, written in 1972.ln the previous year, Beckett had
remained a full hour in front of this painting in order to allow
time for the image to work on his imagination. lt was from this
encounter that he conceived the idea of using a disembodied
head on stage to perform his dramas and also developed the
dramatic possibilities of spot-lighting.

Not

I

The videotape of Billy Whitelaw as the 'mouth' in Not I (BBC
TV in 1975), was screened at the exhibition. lt naturally lacked
the dramatic power of a live performance but nevertheless
quickly became nerve-racking to watch. The image of a human
head reduced simply to a detiached mouth (lips, teeth and
tongue) reciting at breakneck speed the words of Beckett's
almost incomprehensible text was a wearing but totally memorable experience. Beckett wrote of this text: "l'm not unduly
concerned with intelligibility. I want the piece to work on the
nerves of the audience." When Billy Whitelaw read Not l, for
the first time, it had an immediate and dramatic effect. She
broke down in 'floods of tears' and later recounted the emotional strain she experienced on performing the 'mouth' at the
Royal Court 1973. She suffered sensory deprivation: "lwent to
pieces. lfelt I had no body; I could not relate to where I was.....
I was becoming very dizzy and felt like an astronaut tumbling
into space. I swore to God I was falling." The stage was in
total darkness and she was 'blindfolded with a hood over her
face.' Only her mouth was visible, the lips spotlighted eight
foot above the level of the stage. A silent figure, the 'auditor',
stood in a black costume to one side making occasional brief
movement with his arms, tokens of 'helpless compasston.'The
performance, its rapid delivery, was like a linguistic ejaculation
that lasted for twenty minutes.

The other work screened at the exhibition, Rockaby, a one act
play, was also performed by Billy Whitelaw. Written by Beckett
in 1980 and televised by BBC 2in 1982 it was a hauntingly sombre piece that lasted fifteen minutes. The tragic circumstances
of the play were aestheticized and elevated by the economy
and precision of Beckett's unsentimental and evocative text.
The subject, an ageing woman seated in a rocking chair, has
its progenitors in paintings of ageing mothers by Rembrandt,
Whistler and Van Gogh. W, the old woman, dressed in her
'best black' (Beckett gives a detailed description of the dress

and how she should look as well as specifics regarding the
rocking chair), is seen at an angle facing to the left of the
stationary camera, rocking back and forth in the chair. The
title suggests the familiar nursery rhyme, Rock-a-bye baby, a
comforting image recalling memories of infancy and childhood.
The chair rocks, not by the action of W, but of its own accord. lt
is as if W is being rocked by an invisible hand, as a child might
be rocked by its mother. The rocking motion is accompanied
by a recorded voice, the voice of W herself, relating the story
of a life of longing and hope unfulfilled. The story, Beckett's
minimalist text, is that of W's mother and also W herself. Every
now and again W speaks, echoing the words of the recorded
voice, "time she stopped". When the voice stops, W whispers
"more" and the voice begins again.

Rehearsing End Game Riverside Studios 1980 photo Chris Harris

When it became known that Beckett had arrived in town admirers gravitated to the vicinity of Riverside Studios. Gothard, in

the accompanying booklet, relates to Wiesner how some of
these were "sufferers of nervous breakdowns", who, it became
clear, "... could only get happily through the day relatively

Vladimir, be reasonable, you haven't yet tried every
thing.....
fiurning to E] So there you are again.
(E) Am l?
(V) I'm glad to see you back. I thought you were gone

for ever.
(E) Me too.
(V) Together again at last!.....,
might be the opening dialogue of a Sunday aftemoon of monumental boredom at 23 Railway Cuftings. Also, when Estragon
attempts to remove his boots, there are echoes of Steptoe and
Son:

(V) Boots must be taken off every day, I'm tired telling

you that. Why don't you listen to me?
(E) [Feebly] Help me!
(V) "lt hurts?
(E) Hurts! He wants to know if it hurts!
(V) [Angrily] No one ever suffers but you. I don't
count. I'd like to hear what you'd say if you had what
have.

The exhibition included John Devane's detailed studies of
Hamm and Nell, two of the characters (the others being Clov
and Nagg) in Beckett's one act play, Endgame. The dialogue
and characterisation, although arguably darker, is equally
humorous. ln the opening scene the lid of one of the bins lifts
and the hands of Nagg appear, gripping the rim, demanding
his food - "me pap ...me pap... I want me pap!" When there
is no 'pap' and he complains that the biscuit he is given is too
hard, Hamm (the ruins of a monster), who wars against CloV
instructs Clov to "Bottle him". This grotesque characterisation
and phraseology is sometimes reminiscent of Dickens, as
in his creation of the misanthropic chair-bound figure of the
elder Smallweed, in Bleak House, who repeatedly utters his
peremptory demand, 'put me down and shake me up." The
names of Beckett's characters are odd and funny, suggestive
of other readings, as for example: 'Nagg', a broken down old
horse fed with dry biscuits; 'Hamm', meat from a pig's leg,
the name for an inexpert actor, Hancock as the radio ham;
or ironically, the handsome, virile lover of Juliet. There is also
Krapp in Krapp's Last Tape, and the hilarious reference to the
composer J.S.Bach as 'that divine sewing machine'. Beckett's
humour, like that of his compatriot James Joyce, is ironic and
even grimly mocking, but never, I think, like Francois Rabelais,
outrageously ribald.

speaking by knowing that Beckett existed and suffered life."
One poor soul, an "Ophelia like creature", followed Beckett
and Gothard every day to and from the local ltalian restaurant.
According to Gothard, Beckett had a 'quiet humou/'and instigated many "shared jokes" with the actors during rehearsals.
He was far from being what many were convinced he was,
"one of the great miseries of our time." Although neither Not I
nor Rockaby, have much in the way of comic relief, there is a
great deal of humour in most of Beckett's prose and dramatic
work. A strong element of absurdity exists in his depiction of
Estragon and Vladimir, the two hapless clowns in Waiting for
Godot. Subtitled 'a tragi-comedy in two acts", lines from it
would not be out of place in a script for Hancock's Half Hour;
lines such as:

(E) Nothing to be done.
(V) I'm beginning to come round to that opinion.
All my life l've tried to put it from me, saying,
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John Devane

ln conversation with Jessica Wiesner, Gothard spoke of Beckeft's "eye of kindness, the meaning of friendship and a gentle
loyalty." This was demonstrated by his long time encouragement of the San Quentin Drama Workshop, by his willingness
to work at Riverside, to support the cultural radical theatre
during the Thatcher years, and then again during the Velvet
Revolution, when Russia invaded Czechoslovakia. His one act
play, Catastrophe, 1982, was produced in Avignon as part of A
Night for Vaclav Havel and in 1985 he dedicated the play, which

concerned the resistance of an individual to tyranny and oppression, to Havel, the rebellion's leader then in prison. Another
press-cutting in Gothard's archive shows Beckett gagged and
standing next to Havel; the headline reads, "lf Beckett was born
in Czechoslovakia we'd still be Waiting for Godot in defence of
freedom of speech."

"/

John Devane

John Devane

According to Gothard, Beckett "loved talking to artists perhaps even more than he did with men of the theatre." At the
Riverside Studios artists were welcome to attend the rehearsals subject to checking their status as "not being a reporte/'.
John Devane, then a student at the Royal College of Art, was
invited in 1980. Apart from the two studies of Hamm and Nell
from Endgame, he drew a fine portrait of Beckett. ln 1984,
when Waiting for Godot was being rehearsed, Tom Philips
made a drawing which became the basis for a painting showing Beckett directing; the caption quoted Beckett: "No matter.

The Riverside Studios closed after years of struggle in 1985.
Beckett, in a lefter to Gothard, wrote in his small neat fonrrrardsloping handwriting: "... sad news of your departure from
Riverside at the behest of the G.L.Curmudgeon's [Greater
London Council under the direction of Ken Livingstonl. He
recalled with "warmth and gratitude" his time at Riverside "and

Try again. Fail again. Fail better." This philosophy was close to
that of Beckett's friend, the surrealist and existentialist sculptor,
Alberto Giacometti. The exhibition included an interesting press
cutting (New York Review of Books, 1989) in which Giacometti

was interviewed by the artist Avigdor Arikha. When he was
asked about his practice of drawing from life he replied: "The
more I see people the less I recognise them" and of his wife
"...after three days of posing she doesn't resemble herself any
more I definitely don't recognise her." ln the same interview he
said of his sculptures: "... to my terror the sculptures became
smaller and smaller, they had a likeness only when they were
very small, .....their dimensions revolted me, and tirelessly
began again, only to end several months later at the same
point." ln 1961, Giacometti sculpted a tree with plaster leaves
(they kept falling otr) for a production of Waiting for Godot and
in 1962, his sculpture, Skull,1923, was reproduced for the front
cover of the Penguin edition of Beckett's novel Malone Dies.
Gothard's archival press cutting, mentioned above, showed
Avigdor Arikha and Beckeft with Giacometti in his studio, staring up at the 'magnificent' tree.
I
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your kindness to me. Another haven closed" Beckett died
on 22 December 1989 and was buried in the Cimetiere de
Montparnasse. One of his miritonnades, a set of short poems
that Beckett called 'gloomy French doggerel'went as follows:

"the imagination / one day / one fine day / ceasing / the
unimaginable cessation imaged/ and so imagined."

The translation into English removes perhaps the sense of
these lines a degree or two further from Beckett's own intentions (they were originally written in French), but then, like
Jorge Luis Borges, with whom he shared the Formentor Prize
(the lnternational Publishers Prize) in 1961, Beckett's work
was founded on the knowledge that all human discourse falls
shorl of reality and that words alone are insufficient to express
the fullness of our experiences. ln its own way this exhibition
tried through words and images to make up to some degree for
the deficiencies
Nick Smale

Birmingham Open Art Show
Gas Hall Birmingham Museum & Art Gallery
Guess what? Video art just got funny. Well, it's not strictly
speaking video any more, it's DVD, but when it was video it
was always deadly serious. I'm not sure whether it can be
both funny and art - you can't play painting or sculpture for
laughs - and I'm also not sure that video was ever a plastic art.
It started off as film, which in its early days was always funny,
As film matured it began to get on level terms with drama
because theatre was and still is its aesthetic other half. And
then it became electronic and non-narraritve and suddenly it
was visual art's heir apparent and 'the plastic arts'of painting
and sculpture were being quietly pensioned off.

I raise this issue because video is the star of this year's
Birmingham Open and the star performer is a dog. Moving
nothing but his eyes and ears he gives a canine master-class
in the art of method-acting in Elizabeth Lee's Stanley Dog of
War. The war in question rages somewhere off-stage. We hear

the rat-a-tat of machine-gun fire and the throbbing of chopper
blades. The dog hears them too but he doesn't hide under the
table, he simply pricks up his ears and rolls his eyes as the
threat levels change. lt's hilarious. The dog's a genius. lt's a
great little drama. lt's a great little 'film'.
There are no other dogs in the show or geniuses either but
there are some very good painters, sculptors, printmakers and
photographers. lt's a big, Babel-like collection with 250 works
on show. There's far more talent, honest endeavour and vivid
colour here than you'd find in many a London art fair and also
far less kitsch but little had sold by the halfway point. Art sales
are booming in London, yet they've hardly even started here. I
guess the idea of paying good money for 'something your four
year old daughter could do' hasn't caught on yet. The kids are
still churning it out. But this is a positive show for all that and
a skillful one too.

Helen Bone strikes the right balance between control and
spontanei$ with a lively abstarct painting that occupies welltrodden ground but remains fresh and convincing. There's
a classy pair of nudes by Neil Moore that are linked by a
hallmark conundrum. lt is hung in a section of accomplished
portraits with styles ranging from the expressive to the photoreal. There is a particularly good close-up of the side of a
head whose mesmericaly beady eye draws you in and doesn't
disappoint close to. The organisers have tried to hang the twodimensional works according to their genre but it's still a bit
of a bewildering melange. Most of the prize-winners are clustered in the urban landscape section but it's hard to know why.
David Rowan's beautifully eerie photo-print of an underground
car park whose roadways could only lead to hell, is labelled as
Best in Show, (but surely that should have gone to the dog!)
Selecting work for an open show is difficult but selecting prizewinners is even worse. Many of the works that stick in my
mind didn't get a look in (and some of the exhibits I can also
remember were lucky to be included.) The painting prize went
to Graham Ghorlton for a characteristically thoughtful study of
the anomolies of the town/country interface. The painting was
good but much as I like his work, I couldn't see it as an obvious prizewinner. My painting prize would have gone to Robert
Perry not for the one in the show, though that was good too,

but for his nocturnal tours de force in the main gallery in an
interesting exhibtion showing how artists make art. For sculpture I would have chosen Emma Bowen whose wittily serial
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yard brushes do more than seems possible by means of a
serndipitously elegant shadow I agree with the judges on the
print prize and the dog has already got my Best in Show, as
he would have done at Crufts, so it has to be Babis Galliadis's
wittily inventive lnto Pieces for the video prize. He makes the
world wiggle and his graphics dance through the ingenious use
of the simplest form of pixilation. lt's a good piece of animation
and a good show.
Peter McCarthy

Keith Winnett
Library Gallery : University of Warwick
Former colleagues and students of Keith Winnett at Coventry
College of Art (later Lanchester Polytechnic) will be pleased

that he is once again about to show his work in public after
a long period away from the art scene. The new paintings
are basically representational, rather than the finely proportioned, near minimalist abstractions that some readers may
remember. The exhibition should stimulate a new generation
of admirers.
Here the chief vehicle for his ideas is figurative landscape, and
the settings are always meticulously crafted. This affords an
easily accessible entrance to the darker and more profound
world that careful observation reveals. ln this he can perhaps
be compared to one of his favourite composers, Schubert,
who, while always tuneful and musically satisfying, created
songs from the words of deeply melancholy poets. Some of
the finest examples of this occur in his famous song cycle
Die Winteneise which consists of songs set to the words of
Wilhelm MUller. lf you know that this is one of Keith's favourite
works, it is easy to see his paintings as representing a winter
journey as well, and this adds to their human interest. He has
a real understanding of suffering which has contributed to his
interest in the torture of Ezra Pound, a poet whom he greatly
admires. Yet there is also a more cheerful side to his work,
where he reveals his continuing fascination with the light and
architectural majesty of Venice.
For any exhibiting artist, the balance between public and private imagery is a major issue. One way to address this is to
keep abreast of current concerns in the art world in order to
assimilate a language that can be shared. Keith well understood the necessity of his students doing this. But, freed from
the responsibilities of teaching, he has created work which
grapples with the problems of everlasting questions and symbols; the struggling man on his spiritualjoumey, the dark forest
of the mind, the dark and light sun, for centuries the symbol
of the balance of opposites. He makes visual references to

Blake, Ruisdael and Rembrandt rather than to Gormley's
Angel or the spiritual struggles revealed in Bill Viola's videos.
For Winnett is essentially a painter and usually takes his visual
language from practitioners of that art.

Opinions often vary conceming how much appreciation of
painting is affected by knowledge of an artist's biography.
Winneft's paintings could form the basis of a fascinating discussion of this issue. Do we need to know, for example, the
slgnificance of the small Victorian School that appears in several pictures, as a memory of childhood, or is it enough to see
it as one more item forming the visual variety presented here?
Go and see this exhibition and decide for yourself.
Rosalind Billingham

tudentsat theNorth
"r::;:; in the
"",,,^Staffordshire Polytechnic
1970's and has kept in
touch with him over the years. Although based from 1980 in
Austnlia, Davies has wofued at vaious times in Wales and
America both as a practising aftist and a witer. This is an
extract taken from a biographical essay that accompanied a
recent exhibition Coastal Pastoral, held at the Aftisan Gallery

rerryDavies'r'

Tasmania in 2006.

similar locale. I have achieved this at coastal areas of Australia,
also in North America and the U.K. where I have undertaken
workshops, long term residencies and commissions.

At chosen locations, whilst exploring the terrain, there is

a

continuous filmic process occurring where the snapshot stored
images, recorded on my traverses, can later be developed in

an art context. This mimics earlier hunting forays which are
now undertaken to access an art bounty. Here I also elicit stories connected to place. The marine denizens are unceasingly
fascinating and I constiantly draw their myriad forms. Thus
I

At the very core of my art endeavours, irrespective of the
location of their practice, is a natal relationship with a coastal
area in West Wales. lt is located between the Dyfi estuary in
the north and through the village of Borth southwards to the
Clarach estuary in Cardigan Bay. This includes the hinterland
made up of fenland, farmland and wooded high ground, includ-

develop art scenarios which employ a cast of characters drawn
from local people and marine forms.

ing the Leri stream. lt is approximately 20 square miles that
has been established folklorically and historically as a region,
or Bro in Welsh, for at least 15 centuries.

A childhood spent in this ancient fishing village nurtured the
development of a strong bond with the seminal site. This
included its land and marine fauna and also the people with
their myths and legends. Historically Borths sustenance was
for centuries provided by the sea's piscatorial bounty. This atavistic dependence permeated its way into my consciousness
and was made manifest in my later artworks which embraced
and promoted these older truths concerning humankinds' relationship with the natural world. One of my recuning themes,
the drawn fish on a plate, literally is just that, referring to nature
supplying food for human survival for eons. This is one of the
most potent aspects absorbed during my childhood.

As a Welsh speaking indigenous person in this setting,

I

spent my formative years interacting with the natural world as
I traversed the ground in a hunter/fisher/gatherer role. This
cemented a relationship with the home region that included an
acceptance of its seasonal pafterns and the limitations of its
natural bounty, forging a duty of care toward the habitat and
wildlife so as to maintain ecological balance and fecundity. All
this was underpinned by a deep love of place, "brogarwch" in
Welsh. The feel of a place and the memories it evokes, are
important. ln my minds eye, when a region's people and creatures are seemingly in their rightful habitat, it is inspiring and
makes it more powerful and significant. These environmental
sensibilities, already in place at the natal cultural anchorage,
leavened later art outcomes.

ln my case the primacy of homeplace was self constructed
through the directives of my cultural makeup, which placed
fruitful value on the relationship between the natural world and
culture, broadened by ecological principals. The lesson learnt
is that art can be used in part as a remedial restorative antidote combating environmental malpractices, affecting places
and their inhabitants. The Welsh site, being the most ingrained
and understood, therefore the more pervasive, created a sure
and ideal template that would be reconfigured to accommodate new geographic, cultural and experiental frameworks.
By 1980 I had translocated these paradigms and my modus
operandii to Australia, where their implementation was aided
by a kind of osmosis with the new location. ln the Antipodes,
abstractions of marine imagery from the Welsh site and their
Australian counterparts melded to form a personal vision of
the new littoral. My area-specific art can be translocated to any
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Terry Davies

When

I

encountered the writings

of Thomas Berry and

Kirkpatrick Sale, I realised that my involvement with "place'
was a prime tenet of Bioregional Philosophy. Fundamental to
this philosophy is the development of a strong association with
the genius loci through a total immersion and acceptance of an
appropriate ecological balance. Art from such a base is a way
of consolidating and expressing ones relationship with a specific region. This mutually complimentary interaction provides

a continuum of descriptive knowledge that is convertible into
art interpretations that are area-specific as they are createo
from the glue bonding one to place. Quintessentially I create
artefacts reflecting the locations that I live in, know and love
The message is consistently about celebrating, and reminding
one of natures'fecundity. I extol the environmental positive as
opposed to protesting the environmentally destructive. Swiding
marine lifeforms crowd the ceramic surfaces of large containers or appear in figural works, affirming the appropriateness of
man and nature interacting harmoniously, as the centuries long
history and tradition of my native home verify. My optimism
focuses on how it should, and can still be.

My ceramics, whether functional, decorative, figural or architectonic, are vehicles to expand these themes. From the
beginning, I have not perceived ceramics to be manacled to

utilitarianism; nor do I conceive clay as being a material to be
solely confined culturally to the crafts. I oscillate from pot making to sculpture seamlessly as I approach both from the same
viewpoint of being vehicles for ideas.
I work on varying scales according to whim or the dictates of

process Drawing is an important and enjoyable ingredient in
all the work as well as qualities of form. I occasionally make
woodblock and lino prints to maintain drawing and compositional skills. During the art making procedures I reacquaint
myself, via zoomorphic imagery, with a familiar, meaningful
reality whilst recapturing a magical kingdom enjoyed since
childhood. I interpret the visual messages in a joyful making
ceremony where past and present ideas forgather from hidden
and known sources to charge with emotion a set of beloved
themes.

lnto this mix is added a personal sense of guardianship of a
specific environment which is part of bioregional philosophy
and "brogarwch". This is strengthened in the art context by the
notion of Custodial Aesthetics expounded by Welsh painter
lwan Bala. He discerns custodial sensibilities in contemporary
Welsh art as having a need to salvage a degree of authenticity to preserve a sense of identity which will remain intact and
undisguised.. in his case having specificity to Wales. He was

originally influenced by the custodial concept adumbrated by
Australian Aboriginal aftist Fiona Foley, when she spoke of the
content in her aftwork carrying with it the responsibility of custodianship as it sprang from her peoples' long art tradition.
Phenomenology has come into play as childhood recollections, overlayed by subsequent memories, have amalgamated

self and place. Progressively, over time, the accretions of
memory have become embellished, resulting in personal myth
making. One of phenomenology's proponents, philosopher
Gaston Bachelard, is of interest as he moved from the world
of science and reason to that of the imagination and poetry
He has given voice to my personal feelings about the past
containing a power and beauty because it is of childhood and
the imagination.

Visiting homes full of brass nautical instruments, ships in bottles, scrimshaw and exotic bric-a-brac from far away places.
Stories of fabled fish catches, triumphs and tragedies, shipwrecks and lost lives presided over by sailing ship paintings
and a parade of proud sepia sailormen. The human condition
were made manifest in those long ago spaces, which indelibly affected my adult aesthetic sensibilities. These elements
are still fertile in the present, and make now and the future
creative as they illuminate the present and fire the future. The
'shape shifted" world of my art imaginings that I "will" into exis-

tence, is often more real to me than the corporeal one. This
fictive romanticised and optimistic element I also construe as
Pastoral...in my case Coastal Pastoral
Personal intuitions have been encouraged and expanded by
absorbing the theories and ideas of many commentators such
as Ellen Dissanyaki, Suzi Gablik, Anna Voigt, Jacques Bazun,

Herbert Benoit and Jay Appleton.

ln particular I respond

to

Dissenyaki's haunting arguments that expand the raison d'etre
of art beyond elitist notions, when she argues that arts existence owes more to bio-behavioral practices to do with love
and connectedness, than any cultural imposts.

Many artists, with
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a similar attachment to place have been

influential ..the consistent underlying themes of Scottish paint-

er John Bellany's oeuvre from his formative years in

Port

Seton, also too, the paintings springing from Joan Eardley's
association with the Scottish fishing village Cattaline. ln Wales,
Clive Hicks-Jenkins has painted a series of evocative coastal
images, centred at Aberporlh; whilst James Campbell's affinity with the Pembrokeshire coast near Manorbir provides the
subject matter of both his ceramics and paintings. ln Australia,
painter Arthur Boyd's deep engagement with the Antipodean
landscape fires his work. American Frank Boyden's zoomorphic ceramic renditions illuminate his love of his Oregon
home.

I believe that pro-environmental perspectives in the visual arts
are increasingly needed to help break the inertia of current selfimposed eco cultural malaise. There has been a certain hostility to the natural world, especially to its nurturing aspect. This
has all been exacerbated by the hyper inventive and pervasive
promotion of increasingly frivolous and inappropriate technologies. Perhaps we must forgo the constraints of centralist narratives of identity, which concoct chimeras of heterogeneity.

lcompleted an M.A. in 1996 and a PhD. in2002.lhave also
written a maritime history of my natal village Borth, in Wales,
which was published in 2003...another is soon to follow. My
modus operandii in the art creating process is outlined in my
PhD. Thesis which took the form of a mythopoetic narrative
that encompassed bioregionalism, area specific art, custodial
aesthetics, phenomenology and the pastoral. I intend my work
to be viewed as celebratory and panaceaic, and as visual
conclusions that amalgamate the terrain, fauna and people.
Perhaps some consider this esoteric, archaic or even the
Luddite outlook of a neo primitive...so be it. I wish to express
a belief originally espoused by Roger Caldwell, that in this age
of science and technology, it is imperative to tell stories about
what it is to be human. My creations attempt to do that.
Terry Davies

Word and lmage ll
Vanitas
John Yeadon at The Herbert Gafe, Herbert
Museum and Art Gallery and
The Lanchester Gallery Coventry University

(Rapture I had the aesthetic simplicity of a road sign) were
not designed to induce pleasurable sensations, they did not
appear the least bit appetising. The paradox between the titles
and the images was intended to give rise instead to conflicts
of feeling and thought. They drew attention to the age old dual-

ism between the sensuous world of the pleasurable and the
supersensory world of the spirit, a divide between Eros and
Thanatos, body and mind, flesh and spirit, pleasure and pain.
Both the titles and the images retained their own resonances
and there was no attempt at a resolution of the tension created by their juxtaposition; the viewer was left to ponder their
oppositional relatedness. Simon Schama, for example, in his
recent commentary on Giovanni Bemini's famous sculpture,
The Ecstasy of St. Teresa, (BBC television series, Power
of Art) suggested how close the physical manifestation of
mystical exaltation might be to that of intense sexual arousal orgasmic in it's totality.
Yeadon's intention is not to reinforce cherished ideas, bolster
established habits of perception orthought. There is an element
of 'agit-prop' in his work, not in a direct political or social sense,
but in his criticalstance. He cajoles his audience into questioning the way words and images are deliberately and sometimes
cynically manipulated for political and commercial ends. Unlike

many media publications and television programmes, he is
not so much concemed with particular issues, such as the
evils of junk food, as he is about using such emotive issues to
focus more efiectively on the nuts and bolts of communication;
words and images. He shares this interest with the artist Peter
Chapman, who exhibited at the Lanchester Gallery in 2004.
ln The Pool Project (see Artspace,20) he combined lengthy
texts, expressing personal experiences and observations,
with mundane images. ln some of his smaller pieces neither

.!'f,-

The OED definition of Vanitas is "a still-life painting of a 17th
century Dutch genre containing symbols of death or change as
reminder of their inevitability". John Yeadon's exhibition, subentitled the mortality of the eater and the eaten, was appropriately sited for the first of these shows, in The Herbert Cafe;
as in Pabulum, his previous site specific exhibition at Brown's
Restaurant and Bar in Coventry (see Artspace, 24), Yeadon
combined images of food with words.

ln Pabulum, Yeadon wrote that the words were, "randomly
selected, but were rejected if the juxtaposition suggested a
particular meaning or relationship", but in this exhibition the
shared title of the two major works, Rapture I and Rapture ll,
were chosen to present the viewer with a paradox which would
cause him or her to reflect more closely on the two contrasting
images. Rapture I showed a dead mackerel prepared for cooking. Gutted and washed, its head and tail intact, it lay across a
pristine white dinner plate, which was sullied by a thin watery
film of the fish's blood. A continuous linear text composed of
words and phrases associated with food and eating overlaid
the whole image. ln Rapture ll, a similar plate was strewn with
the remains of the devoured mackerel, the head and tail still
intact but the backbone picked clean.

Anticipating the pleasure of

a delicious mackerel might

well

send some people into a state of rapture; seasoned and baked
in an oven with a squeeze or two of lemon would certainly
get the juices flowing. Relishing the remains of the meal, the
memory of its flavours and delicate textures, might also revive
similar feelings, tinged perhaps with sadness that it was over
and that it was at the mackerel's expense. But this was not his
intention here. The crisp, clear, dispassionate images
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the texts nor the images were compelling in themselves, but
when set side by side they created arresting narratives. This
approach in which the words are as important as the images,
Chapman bonowed from contemporary advertising practice.
Yeadon's titles, like Chapman's, are not just verbal descriptions of an image, i.e. Mackerel on a White Plate, they have a
more active role, they add a component to the work which is
not necessarily evident in the image itself.
Other work in this exhibition included: Menu; Six Stations of
the Cross, six light boxes with images of food (see below);
Full English (a computer generated movie), and a range of
signed products for sale: menu cards, coasters, place mats
and plates printed with images of food or the remains of meals.
Full English, a miscellany of words and phrases associated
with food and eating, was mmposed of a continuous stream
of words and phrases; it had the rapid delivery of the 'body

mouth' of Samuel Beckett's dramatic monologue, Not I (see
Rehearsing/ Samuel Beckeft in this issue), but without the
voice. Perhaps a vocal accompaniment would have been too
compelling, too distracting or even disturbing for the cafe's
clientele, particulady if the list included insulting or abusive
expressions. Menu was a boldly printed list of food and food
related words that was sited on the wall behind the counter, at
the far end of the cafe. There were some 'prime cuts' here: "...
gut-bucket, gut bomb, greedy guts, guzzle guts, gutless.....fat
gut, fat, fatty, fatso, fat boy, fat chance, fat pig, piggy, pig head,
pig out, pig dog, pig it, pig ignorant ..." Reading this list aloud
for the first time I realised how disruptive and disturbing such
a monologue would be to diners at the cafe. lt says something
about how we regard certain animals and body parts when so
many of these phrases are informal, derogatory expressions,
terms of abuse or ridicule.

Exhibiting Vanitas at the Lanchester Gallery enabled Yeadon
to show three new large scale works: Full English Text, End
Time, and Food Studies. The numerous plates printed with
words and images of food were laid out on tables and his
experiments with spray paint and ceramic'slip'on the skeletal
remains of fowls (breed or breeds indeterminate, probably the
humble chicken) were housed in a glass cabinet.

The Full English Text, with added colouring. a miscellany of
words and phrases associated with food and eating ( industrial
manufactured painting), to give its full title, was approximately
8ft by 12ft. This omnium gatherum of words, row upon row,
orinted on a yellow background and picked out in a variety
of colours - where words had become the image - seemed
ike decorative wallpaper, until the viewer looked closer, close
:nough to read the words themselves and find that they
related to bodily parts, insulting expressions, dangerous food
additives and pollutants, and unpleasant human ailments and
diseases. That's what you get with the 'Full English'! The piece
was reminiscent of Yeadon's two other large images, identical
in size, Congeries Carnis Magnus and Congeries Cum Orbe,
shown in London last year (see Artspace 24). lt had the same
cbsessive delight in collecting and grouping. The Full English
Text was a feast of words and a hymn to excess.

to make of James Joyce's
Finnegan's Wake or Francois Rabelais's Gargantua and
Pantagruel? End Time is a demonstration that more is more
and befter, or more circumspectly, that more is not necessarily
less, that it can be more and different. The rich diversity and
even ineverence in or Francois Rabelais's Gargantua and
Pantagruel? End Time is a demonstration that more is more
and better, or more circumspectly, that more is not necessarily
less, that it can be more and different. The rich diversity and
even irreverence in Yeadon's work gives it an added raison d'
etre when pitched against bourgeois attitudes and values, the
middle-class inclination towards moderation and restraint.
Beckett; but then what are we

Six Stations of the Cross (nine-fourteen), was eomposed of six
light boxes mounted together, each with an illuminated image
of a devoured meal: 1, four fish; 2, a number of lamb or pork
chops; 3, two rabbit skeletons; 4, a chicken; 5, more ribs; 6, one
filleted and battered fish with knife and fork. To include a vertical line of similar illuminated boxes (one-eight) to form a cross
would perhaps be too obvious a reference to the culmination of
Christ's journey to Golgotha. As it is, the title alone is sufficient
for the connection to be made, and the viewer, recognising the
profound implications of such a depiction will draw his or her
own conclusions. The title of the piece and its contents link all
such small extinctions with the idea of sacrifice and the sacred.

The work implies, that even if such creatures are not to be
considered sacred, their lives should be respected and their
individual sacrifices acknowledged.

ln contrast to the larger works, Food Studies, was a series
of drawings/collages using a variety of materials, fluorescent
acrylic, metallic spray, lazerlran, glitter and digital images.
These were more recognisable as'fine-art' and the style was
familiar. Although they were concerned with the same subject-

matter they did not have the impact of the larger works and
this was not just due to their scale. They were more playful
and humorous (and why not). ln Don't Play with your Food, for
example, both food and art (items of food and paint arranged
on a plate and seasoned with appropriate words and phrases)
were seen equally as objects for play. Similady in End Game,
the flayed corpse of a rabbit was both the end of a game (a recreational and sporting pastime), and the end of a game animal
(a wild rabbit, surely not a tame one). One of these, hunter and
John Yeadon

hunted, was not presumably, 'game'for it!

End Time (digitally assisted print) was an even larger image,
some Sft by 22ft. lt was a record of '110 plates of food, a frieze
:f fifty-five meals shown before and after being consumed,
3rouped in pairs and arranged in twenty-two columns of five
images. Printed on a white background, this work echoed

the long table that stood in the centre of the gallery like a
banqueting table, laid with white table cloths and white plates
printed with images of food. End Time was a visual record of
food consumption, the documentation (rigorous or not, it didn't
'eally matter) of food consumed by the artist. lt was the 'end
time' of the eaten, multiplied over and over; a reminder of the
'ncremental approach, meal by meal, little extinction by little
extinction, of the eater's 'end time'.

i-
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and justifiably used to warn against verbosity and to encourage
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Yeadon often delights in visual and verbal excess. ln this
'egard, Congeries Carnis Magnus, was his paean of praise,
ris grosse fuge - a celebration of excess as much as it was
cf fecundity. The oft quoted phrase, 'less is more' is frequently
crecision and concision, particularly with respect to the written word. lt certainly can be applied to the writing of Samuel

\:'

The Herbert Cafe John Yeadon
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Yeadon's work runs counter to the idea that art is concerned
mainly with the experience of the aesthetic, an appreciation
of 'beauty', however that may be defined. His work asserts

the importance of the body (flesh) in the body (flesh), mind
(spirit) equation. Vanitas acknowledges the physicality of our
existence, the corpus from which we cannot escape even if we

wished to. Put bluntly it links us fundamentally with animals,
with our essential animality, as against an identity with an ideal
sense of nature (both animate, fauna and flora, and inanimate),
a relationship that has become increasingly romanticised and
aestheticised. Christianity elevated the spirit at the expense of
the flesh. To indulge the flesh was to behave like animals, like
dogs or other creatures, hence the horror and sense of outrage
which still exists today when Christ's depiction includes references to bodily functions and appetites. Nevertheless there is
a constant reference in Vanitas to Christian beliefs and practices. The image of the fish (a mackerel in this instance) was
an early sign and symbol of the Christian faith. lts association with the word rapture, as in Rapture I and Rapture ll, suggests a reference to 'The Rapture', a specific North American
term which according to some millenium teaching denotes the
transportation of believers to heaven at the second coming
of Christ. Similarly End Time may refer to the 'End of Days',
the time of the apocalypse, the end of the world and the Last
Judgement. Rapture l, Rapture ll and End Time, together with
the Six Stations of the Cross and the symbolic representation
of The Last Supper (the table laid with images of food printed
on white plates) place the many visual and verbal references to
food and eating throughout the exhibition within a well defined
religious and Christian context.

ln 1879-80, while in Venice, Whistler produced some very
original pastels. He separated the linear elements of his drawing, those that represented figures and architecture, from his
depiction of other aspects, such as local colour and texture.
He used a variety of accents and soft smudges of pure colour,
but left much of the surface untouched. The result was the
creation of luminous images of a jewel-like quality, the evocation of the city that was atmospheric and poetic. Piper used
a similar approach in many of his prints but in contrast to the
pastels of Whistler, the effect is more down to earth and concrete. ln Castlemartin, 1976, a screenprint, the main features
of the church tower are loosely drawn in line but the stonework is rendered in a wide range of marks, dabs, scuffings
and smudges, and printed in pale blues, greens, oranges and
white. Much of the surface is left undrawn and the variety of
mark-making produces a lively image that suggests the textures and colours of the local stone.
Like Whistler, who used tinted paper for his pastels (he was
supplied this by his printer, Thomas Way), Piper printed his
drawings on a pale grey, toned paper (an old printer's trick)
ln another, similar subject, Ruishton, 1986, there are an even
greater variety of subtle contrasting qualities, he double prints
and off-sets areas of scumbling to give an extra textural quality to the print. His manner of working gives the image great
vitality and richness and avoids the deadening effect of overprinting. The richness of the drawing and range of colours, soft

pinks and blues, greys, yellow and white, suggest the rough
weathered texture of stone encrusted with blossoming lichen.
The complexity of these prints is surprising. Many of them

were composed with numerous colour separations, each
But Yeadon's Vanitas also celebrates the means of production,

drawing being made on a separate transparent sheet for ease

the material, technical reality of the twenty-first century, the
new possibilities that computer programming, digital imaging
and industrial manufacture offer. The Full English Text, End

of registration and then transferred to a light sensitive film, a
technique similar to that being used contemporaneously by
Henry Moore in the 1980s (see Artspace, Spring 2006).

Time and other recent works, such as Congeries Carnis Magnus, would not have existed in the form they do but for these
new technologies. By mimicking the universal advertising style
of eateries, the photographic and illuminated displays of food,
as seen in, for example, McDonalds, Burger King and Big Mac,
Yeadon's work gains authority. lt plays them at their own game,
turns the tables on them and lifts away the glamorous gloss
that hides a less appetising reality. Like Pop Art artists in the
1960s, he brings the commercial, the outside non-art world into
the gallery - that's surprising and refreshing!
Nick Smale

John Piper
Prints at The White Room
Leamington Spa

The prints on the walls of The White Room seem to have
surfaced from a time that is already remote, as remote as the
nineteenth century was, fifty years ago. John Piper was born
in 1903. He came to his artistic maturity in the 1930s when he
rejected abstraction and settled for an often rather theatrical,
representational style of landscape and architectural painting.
At the birth of Pop Art he was already in his mid 50s. Piper
benefited from the freedoms that had been achieved by the

discoveries of cubism and expressionism and by the work of
his contemporaries, Graham Sutherland and Henry Moore.
He may also have been influenced (a surprise to me) by the
pastel drawings of James McNeill Whistler.
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The vitality and variety of Piper's late work is surprising for a
man in his eighties. ln Harlech Castle, '1989, a large area of the
image is drawn only in schematic lines with a few touches of
colour. The image is vignetted, a technique popularwith topographical artists, to concentrate the attention on the centre of
interest, in this instance the entrance to the castle. However,
Cascade Bridge, Halswell, 1987, is hardly recognisable as
a topographical view. lt is a detail of a ruin, a broken down

remnant of crumbling masonry with walls overgrown by lush
dark foliage. However, in contrast to this decay and neglect
there is an arched alcove set into the wall, pristine white and
intact, as if untouched by time. Other images, such as Milton
Ernest Hall, 1972 and Harlaxton, 1977, are very theatrical in
style. There is richness and variety of colour in his work; fiery
reds and oranges reminiscent of Turner, in Waddesdon; a dark

autumnal atmosphere with surface glimmerings of a sodden
landscape beneath a pale moon, in Eastnor Castle, 1983. The
ruins of Arbroath, 1988, are ghostly, but the yellow and ochre
walls of Les Junies, also of 1988, surrounded by luxuriant
green vegetation, exhale a warm Mediterranean glow. Three
cheers for John Piperl
Nick Smale

Gtrl +Alt+Delete
Lanchester Gallery : Goventry University
ARG stiands for Applied Research Group, an ominous title
suggesting industrial research, a group with some sort of
:ommunal agenda rather than a bunch

of

independent artists,

nembers of staff at the School of Art and Design at Coventry
rvho have chosen to contribute to a group show The work was:
Jiverse in its content and its means of expression it included
caintings and drawings, photography, sculpture, illustration,
arimation and film.

:ill Joumeaux's linear drawing in black marker pen,

arcs. On each of the wires there was a small black bead that
fell the length of the wire as the board revolved thus creating a
tapping sound when it reached the end. The board, attached to
the wall, was strongly lit from above so that the wires created
moving shadows, shapes and forms, to the accompaniment of
the tinkling sound of the sliding black beads. The work reminded me of 1960s kinetic art which explored light and movement
by artists such as Liliane Lijn and Rafael Soto. Gehihaar also
showed a computer generated image programmed to continually replicate itself according to the laws of planetary motion.
Colourful worm-like structures multiplied while smaller bodies
zoomed about space like small moons or satellites.

entitled

3cdy Bloom, wove a pattern of fragments: a hand, a flower in
3loom, fruits or buds, a piece of lace. lt had a strange beauty
:hat was exotic and erotic. More than anything it reminded me
:f Charles Baudelaire's poetry and the drawings of Aubrey
3eardsley.

n Master Bedroom, by John Devane, a young boy in black
swimming trunks lies on the matrimonial bed while his mother
rrepares to go out for the evening. He watches her as she
rends forward slightly over the bed and tums her head to one
s de to attach an earring. The room is full of light. lt reflects
'rom the white pillows, bed sheets and bedspread, giving
:rem a particular sheen and subtle colouring. Master Bedroom

-ptures most effectvely a moment in the boy's life when he
sees his mother acting not as his mother but as a woman.
Jncomprehending but curious he observes her preparations
:cr entering the strange world of adults. The urban realist
caintings of the American artist Eric Fischl come to mind. Glyn
3rewerton's Pennine Way combined monotype with charcoal
:'awing to create fine dramatic graphic images depicting
nountainous landscapes veiled in curtains of rain and low
:lack cloud. The story board for a film by Francis Lowe was
an object lesson for anyone interested in writing. The series
:f still images and the texts had many recognisable elements:
'crward movement of the action, contrasts of close up and
jistant shots, drama, situation, props, psychology and the
:evelopment of a nanative.

Jonathan Waller's sculpture of a man's head was constructed
from small pieces of wood, with oyster shells for ears, coral for
moustache, dried seaweed for eyebrows and marbles for eyes.
The back of its head was attached to a rusty metal bracket from
which a handle, connected to a metal rod with a screw thread,
projected. A red scarf was twisted around the top of the man's
head. The sculpture seemed alive, as if a spirit resided within
it. The spirit of an ancient mariner perhaps.

ln a previous show at the Lanchester Gallery, John Burns
exhibited photographs, city landscapes at night. His interest in
light and space was also evident in his latest work which was
a computer generated video developed from original line drawings. His images of trains set in an abandoned railway shed
were animated and appeared like ghostly skeletal structures.
The video was accompanied by a sound track, a composition
by John Cage, the avante-garde American composer. Sounds
like distant thunder, hollow crashing noises,

This show proved beyond doubt that art (however you may
wish to define it) is flourishing among the staff of the School of
Art and Design, despite their forbidding acronym.
Nick Smale

)an FiEpatrick's series of digital photographs taken in South
Jist, Outer Hebrides, were more than topographical views
:i wild and rugged landscapes. Like other photographers
,vorking with digital images, Fitzpatrick managed to combine
chenomenal detail (which is not the same as simply recordrg a magnified close up) within a normal landscape format.
The result was a faultless hyper-realism, one beyond human

'esolution with an acuity perhaps the equal of an eagle's. ln
-och Skipport, or was it Skipporl Bay, the sky was purple, the
ake green and the seaweed covering the rocks, blood red.
This was a dream landscape. ln another image a derelict
coat, stranded among rocks, appeared as a weathered fossil, a fragment of human artefact tumed to stone. The same
strange frozen quality was present in McKeachan's House and
-lacla, with its walls of sharp-edged irregular stone, weathered
,'.'ooden panelled door and door frame, where cork floats hung,
threaded on a length of string across the door.

-im Noble's images are difficult to describe. They combined
Jigital imagery with the ancient art of Japanese washi - handnade paper. Titles such as, A Mirror: Draws Forth lntelligence,
'efened perhaps to the self that is revealed in a minor, as distinct from the subjective self residing in the head. The 'sound
Crawing' by Rolf Gehihaar was ingenious and simple. Many
thin wires attached to a revolving white board formed small
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high-pitched

screeching, hissings and rumblings perfectly complemented
the strange eerie ghost-like images.

Jonathan Waller

Keith Winnett
Library Gallery University of Warwick

References from the visual arts abound, but more to the point
is the sense of time, place and experience, as well as the numerous literary, poetic, philosophical and musical associations.

Born in Coventry in 1931, Keith Winnett was educated at King
Henry Vlll School and studied painting at Goventry College of
Art. On receiving his diploma he was immediately appointed
to the stafi of the college and thereafter had a long and distinguished teaching career, eventually becoming Principal Lecturer in charge of the Painting School at Lanchester Polytechnic.
He retired in 1983 and this is the first time he has exhibited
since approximately that date. This exhibition represents an ex-

Keith's passion for literature and philosophy began with his
reading of Dante and T.S Elliot during years of convalescence
from tuberculosis in a sanatorium at Hertford Hill near Warwick.
1950s sanatoriums were bleak institutions and his physical suffering was exacerbated by observing the decline and death of
fellow patients. Something of this experience comes out in his
images of emaciated figures and memories of Hertford Hill with
its grim hospital building, canal, lock gates and distant views
of St Mary's church in Wanrvick. Another Victorian building that
frequently appears is the house and school at Middle Barton in
Oxfordshire where he recalls happier childhood memories of

traordinary complex and dense body of work which has been
gestating in some cases for nearly forty years. lt is the product
of a somewhat reclusive nature and few people have had the
privilege of seeing this work. Most of it was produced in a studio, like an alchemist's laboratory, in a partitioned area of his
living room in his house in Allesley village near Coventry. lt is
a neat, modern house which ill prepares you for the cultural
Aladdin's cave you enter. lnside it is like the Soane Museum full
of replicas from the British Museum, architectural models and
exquisite artefacts from many cultures. The house is furnished
with modern design classics and the walls in every room are
lined from floor to ceiling with paintings, books, LPs, CDs and
DVDs - all containing and revealing the best of the visual arts,
literature, music, drama and philosophy.

It is this environment of high culture that provides the context
for his painting and it came as no surprise in a recent interview
to hear Keith passionately defending his belief in the western
artistic canon - something that sets him at odds with the current
climate of cultural relativism. His work is Intensely informed by
the canon and one of the joys of encountering this body of work
is its evocation of so many artistic traditions and associations
woven into a number of highly personal and deeply felt paintings. One sees the residue, both directly and indirectly, of so
many artists. First and foremost there is Poussin who provides
the compositional and conceptual framework for the content of
much of this work. lt is the Poussinesque setting that makes
possible his intricate narratives, symbolism and mythology,
prompted and nourished by works from the past. For example,
a figure from Piero della Francesca's Baptism of Christ provides the model for a recurring bather motif in several works,
as does Massacio's Adam and Eve. Also from ltallan art there
is the more obvious reference to eighteenth-century Venetian
painting in his extraordinary picture of Santa Maria della Salute. This picture, painted as a personal memento of numerous
visits to Venice, provides one striking aspect of the architectural and topographical content of his work. Some paintings

are purely topographical, while others feature topography in
the background and details, evoking a more northern spirit of
painting. The flavour may be Flemish or Dutch, but the locations are observed and experienced nearer home in Coventry,
Allesley village, Hatton and villages in Oxfordshire. He admires
the northern spirituality of Dirk Bouts, Memling, the Van Eycks
and Rembrandt, and it is one of Rembrandt's etchings that pro-

vides the triple-tree feature which occurs in a number of his
landscapes. More recently the northern sensibility has been
enriched by the appearance of Bosch-like grotesques crawling into the landscape, and creatures in the undergrowth, like
the grasshopper and toad in Foreshore, remind us of Richard
Dadd (although they are inspired by the poetry of Tennyson
and Marianne Moore) Despite the foreign undertones, Keith
Winnett is very conscious of his Englishness and affirms the
Romantic tradition in his work, acknowledging the influence of
Milton, Blake, Palmer and Pre-Raphaelitism on his vision. He
claims unequivocally to be a Romantic painter.
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summers spent with his aunt who was the village headmistress.

A keen reader of Proust, Keith evokes in Proustian manner
childhood experiences of long summers, country walks, excursions to Oxford and the nurturing influence of the Ashmolean
Museum The nearby village of Great Tew also yields a persistent architectural image in his work in the form of a neo-classical

tomb observed in the local churchyard. ln similar elegiac and
more angst-ridden moods are images inspired by the poetry of
Wilfred Owen, Geoffrey Hill, and T.S Eliot's Waste Land. These,
combined with memories of war, the Coventry bliZ, shattered
buildings, bomb sites and a derelict 1914-18 ammunition dump,

account for the imagery of concrete bunkers, no-man's land,
distant watch towers, the gates of Auschwitz and touches of
Turneresque sublime in the fiery skies and black suns. ln a
more serene Turneresque mood, pleasanter memories of Venice are recaptured in pictures featuring a lagoon with a buming
boat and distant views of Torcello.

His confinement in the sanatorium may also have subconsciously prompted the series of drawings based on Ezra
Pound's Pisan Cantos. Perhaps more than the poetry itself,
Keith identifies with Pound's situation at the end of the war
when he was caged in a US Disciplinary Training Centre in
Pisa. Later, in order to save him from the death penalty, he was
consigned to a mental asylum in Washington. Of all the other
poets, it is William Blake who exercises the greatest influence

on Keith's work. lt is Blake's poetry and personal mythology,
rather than his engraved work, which captures his imagination
and provides clues to his imagery. Mostly the clues are obltque
or cryptic, but sometimes these can be found chapter and verse
in Blake such as the child and old woman in the foreground of

Foreshore based on the following verse in The Mental Traveller.

And if the babe is bom a boy
He's given to a woman old,

Who nails him down upon a rock,
Catches his shrieks in cups of gold.

Elsewhere Blake and other poets provide a more discursive
role in the imaginative development of his work, and it is important to stress that despite the abundance of literary associations, Keith Winnett is emphatically not a literary artist. The creative process begins with the discipline of drawing which Keith
describes as 'a flexing of the muscles.' lt is out of the qualities
of line, mark making, texture and paint that ideas, feelings and
images frequently evolve. lt is this process that explains the
genesis of the Ezra Pound drawings. His paintings are never
willed or programmed systematically. He often begins with an
indeterminate vision and the content and narrative emerges
slowly and unconsciously through the drawing and painting
process and the accumulation and free association of ideas
and moods. Rather than poetry, his vision is often prompted
by music. Mahler, like Blake, is a major source of inspiration

:rd

Keith strives on occasions to achieve in his paintings a visral parallelto Mahler's wealth of musical imagery mood, and
:-cetic-philosophic intent.

: is the fourth movement of Mahler's third symphony, with its
-aunting contralto solo expressing Nie2sche's woeful verse
-cm Also Sprach Zarthustra, which provides the mood and
::e for What Midnight Says. The central Adam-like figure in
:ie picture symbolises Neitzsche's concept of eternal recur-ence and around him a number of other mythologies, personal

:rd

referential, are imaginatively woven, including the expulcn of Adam and Eve from the Garden of Eden and references
:: Nietzsche's idea of humanity as a stretched tightrope. The
:ainting is melancholic, dark and pessimistic, unlike Mahler's
svmphony which ends optimistacally and triumphantly with the
-.

-::ion that life can be transfigured through the love of

of ideas. Also the spectator should marvel at one aspect of the
work which has so far been ignored - the technical mastery
which unlike the cryptic nature of the symbolism, speaks loudly
and clearly for itself. lt is a body of work which acknowledges
aspects of the westem canon in a veiled manner, and to do this
convincingly you have to be a complete master of your craft.
These works are the product of a long, slow, intense painterly
process built on superb draughtsmanship, and it is ultimately
the breathtaking quality of the painting that commands our attention and admiration.
Richard Yeomans

God.

S milar ideas are expressed in Dasein where an isolated figure

:nbodies Heidegger's concept of Dasein, whereby man as a
:emporal being is pitched into an existing world, like it not. ln a
:ss obvious way the meaning of life and the nature of being
a so provides some of the nanative for Chasing Silenus. This
:,cture deals with the myth of Silenus who held the truth of
-re meaning of life and was forced to disclose his secret after
:eing chased and caught by Midas. Here Silenus and Midas
:xit stage right, providing the kind of incidental detail you might
:rcounter in a painting by Poussin .

-he spirituality that Keith admires in northern painting perme:tes his landscapes with their watery enigmatic settings. The
-vers, canals and locks - containing and releasing water into
re estuary sea and lagoon - are metaphors for the notion
-at a person's life is like a river flowing towards the sea. lt is
-ct a passive view of life's journey that is expressed in his work,
:ut also its aspirations, anguish, leaps of faith and breaking of
:rains. Nei2sche's themes of birth, regeneration, redemption,
'esunection and mortality, are expressed in a number of works,

ard in many respects Keith revives something of the 'cycle of
ie'theme that obsessed much of nineteenth-century Symbolist
:arnting (the resurrection theme first appeared in his Lazarus
:arntings of the late fifties). Here these ideas are symbolical, manifest in the old woman and child from Blake's poem in
=creshore, the persistant baptismal image encapsulated in the

'3ure from Piero's Baptism of Christ, and the drowning souls
r the lagoon. Other religious, biblical and literary associations
::cur in the repetition of three wondering figures, like those on
:-e road to Emmaus (also inspired by T.S. Eliot), and the eu:raristic symbolism of the woman preparing food in Foreshore,
,rich also draws inspiration from D H Lawrence's poem The
Ship of Death.

-he purpose of the above notes is to provide an introduction
:r the symbolic, thematic and cultural content of Keith Win-ett's work. lf the emphasis has been on this aspect, at the
:xpense of its formal qualities, it is because the nature of the
,,icrk demands it. lt seemed essential to indicate the broader
:cntext of his ideas, but this should be regarded as only a start'rg point and by no means an explanation of the work. lf these
-cservations prompt the spectator to search for further hidden
reanings, then one would be led on a fool's errand and miss
:re point. The paintings are a complex compound of ideas and
':elings unconsciously gathered and each painting poetically
:-anscends the sum of its parts. The point is to imaginatively
:1gage in the work and enjoy the enigma and free association
:f ideas. Also the spectator should marvel at one aspect of the
*'crk which has so far been ignored - the technical mastery
*'hich unlike the cryptic nature of the symbolism, speaks loudly
:age

Keith Wnnett

Jo Roberts : Finding a Way Through
Leamington Spa Art Gallery.
ln her talk Jo Roberts described the trial involved in getting to
the temporary exhibition gallery from the street. lnitially it is the
choice of doors, then the compelling draw of the library space;
and finally once in the Art Gallery the alternative routes, the
distractions until the destination is finally reached. This is why,
she explained in her talk, the exhibition is called Finding a Way
Through, and gives an insight into how the show grew, as a
dialogue between her and the space: and between her and the
curator Chloe Johnson. This is not a preconceived exhibition.

On the opposite wall as you enter the space of the show is a
giant screen showing the flow of a river. Locals will soon realise
it is the Leam although there are not many clues, the camera
doesn't search, it observes. lt is what you would see if the wall
wasn't there. I was not brought up with the moving image, and
for me they hold the fascination of a rare treat, this was a subtle
treat that grew on me. The piece does not seduce with event,
but almost with sameness. At one point one part of the screen
defines whiteness, light. At another the oncoming evening, or
daylight, a flash of duck; sometimes the inverted shape of the
arches of a bridge hanging like Gaudi's strings, quivering. For
this show Jo Roberts purloins such things, the river, quotations,
geological strata, as an allegory for her life.

A very noticeable factor of this exhibition is the quality of engagement of the museum staff, which shows itself in the enthusiasm with which they encourage you the visitor to take on your
role effectively. You can see Jo in the film they explain as they
ofier you a choice of pebble to throw into one of the vitrines.
Each visitor defines a moment in the exhibition's life, a different
colour of pebbles for each day, a different vitrine for each week,
building up as a visual image of time. This is what Jo Roberts

does with her life, for her life, she finds visual equivalents to
map its story. I will be interested to know what happens next.
Mary Partridge
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Neil Moore
NoMiart Gallery Leamington Spa.
'l have found that in art, as in life, things are rarely what they
seem and I have become fascinated by the way that claity
and simplicity can disguise a complexity that reveals itself only
gndually - if you care to look ..... You will have to exercise your
imagination - which is all to the good.'

gious associations, not only in the form of the tiny new bom
child that lies naked in the lap of its mothel but in the figure
of the young woman (the mother), a girl almost, who is draped
from her neck to her feet in a white robe. With her direct gaze
and her arms extended and raised she resembles the symbolic
representation of Christ, seen repeatedly in late medieval iconography.

ln another painting entitled Misanthrope, a young women
reclines on what might be taken for a bed. Her head is tumed
away from the viewer as she looks back at her reflection in a

Neil Moore, March 2005

mirror held by a naked male figure. Things are not, however,
Moore's intriguing images are painted with skill and in meticulous detail. The paint surface is thin and uniform throughout.
The canvas texture is cleady visible at close quarters and
there are no brush marks or expressive gestures to distract
the eye. The bodies of his models, naked or sparsely clad,
are likewise flawless; no blemishes disfigure their slim, young,

well-proportioned limbs

or their regular but

mnventionally

bea utiful featu res. Despite the al most photog raph ic exactitude

of Moore's technique there is something disconcerting

and
unreal about them. They occupy no recognisable setting, they
seem to exist in a vacuum or a state of limbo, neither in this
world nor in any other that we know of.

Moore is clearly then, not a realist. His figures would look
anaemic set against a Rembrandt, Courbet or Degas, let
alone a fleshy, ageing and perhaps gross body by Lucian
Freud. Although Moore admires and has been influenced by
Caravaggio and Georges de la Tour it is not for their convincing worldly realism but rather for their consciously staged
theatricali$ (particulady so in the case of Caravaggio) and the
clarity, precision and sense of stillness that pervades the work
of George de la Tour.

It is Moore's immaculate technique and the

matter-of-fact
nakedness of his figures that first attract a viewer to his work.
ln Cicatrice, for example, a beautiful young woman stands full
frontal with her arms partly raised in a gesture of openness,
as if to draw attention to her own naked state and to her bandaged hands and tightly bandaged breasts. Her head is tilted
slightly to one side and she stares directly at the viewer with
a questioning expression. There are at least two other paintings that explore this theme, Wound and Regeneration. ln the
former a younger looking woman, perhaps an adolescent girl,
with hands and breast bandaged, stands with her head tilted

back observing the viewer with a casual and almost disdainful expression. ln Regeneration the subject's head is partially
covered and tumed to one side. The loose bandages covering
her are falling away and revealing her naked body beneath.
Cicatrice, parlicularly, recalls the central figure in Botticelli's
Birth of Venus, albeit a Venus that has lost the innocent charm

that makes the Renaissance image so captivating. The suggestive title of Moore's painting and the woman's prominently
displayed bandaged hands inevitably evoke references to acts
of sacrifrce and particularly the ultimate sacrifice of Christ's
crucifixion. Cicatrice may be seen as a metaphor that has
both cultural and religious dimensions and which is open to a
variety of interpretations.

The theme of birth and regeneration, linked to sacrifice and
the religious symbolism of the Cross, is found also in a painting entitled Crux. Here another beautiful and perfectly formed
young woman lies with her arms stretched out and her head
turned to one side, ignoring the presence of a new born child
that crouches on her belly. Confinement also has strong reliPage 20

quite as straight fonrrrard as they might seem. The image in the
'mirror' may be the painting, a painting of the woman, and not
her reflection in a glass. There is an obvious reference here to
Velazquez's Rokeby Venus, but the face in the mirror/painting
of Misanthrope does not seem to be a true reflection; it looks
out with the classical poise and assurance of a Renaissance
portrait. Misanthrope appears to be another take on the theme
of beauty. The artist creates a vision of beau$ that will outlast
the beautifulwoman's reflection in a mirror. Afurther reference
to the Rokeby Venus occurs in another painting, the cringeingly
titled Rockabye Venus, in which a cheeky young aerobatic
male child holds a mirror up to an older female figure, his sister
perhaps.

Not all of Moore's subjects are depicted without clothes.
Sleeping ligers brings us a liftle closer to a recognisable everyday reality. Here, one of the two 'tigers', wears a brown sleeveless close fitting garment and stands immediately behind a
much younger little girl dressed in a white frock. The older girl
cradles the child's head in her cupped hands. Despite the ordinariness of the image, it might be a family snapshot, there is
a sense of unease. The liftle girls eyes are closed as if she is
sleeping and her head is tilted awkwardly to on side as if dislocated. The older girl, who is perhaps on the verge of puberty,
seeks to hold our attention with her beautiful dark brown eyes.
The liftle girl's complete trust makes us aware of her vulnerabili$ and the possibility that such an unquestioning faith might
one day be misplaced and betrayed. The title itself prefigures
what both of these charming creatures may yet become.
Moore almost invariably paints symmetrical images, placing the
figures centrally on the canvas. The reason for this is apparent

in such paintings as, Dissembler, Debut and Start, where a
young girl, on the verge of puberty, is being prepared for a form
of ceremony, a rite of passage from childhood into adolescence
and the beginning of her new life as an adult. ln Dissembler,
a woman with a pair of wicked looking shears, has cut off the
girl's hair. The latter is seated and covered up to her neck in
a white sheet. Her head is completely shaven and she looks
as if she is about to enter holy orders. ln Start and Debut the
emphasis is quite the reverse. lt is a man who stands, almost
hidden, behind the girl. He attends her disrobing and robing in
preparation for her entrance into the world as a woman. These
three paintings powerfully convey a feeling of apprehension
and uncertainty. They raise, as do many of Moore's paintings,
questions about sexuality and identity. lt is in the dramatic spotlighting of his subjects against black backgrounds that Moore
expresses so efiectively the drama of these staged events and
where the influence of Caravaggio is most apparent and most
strongly felt.
Nick Smale

Printmakers of Omnium Printworks
Rachel Beach : France Bordeur: Lewis
Saunders Katerina Kantalis
The Library Gallery Wanrvick University
.lthough many artists turn at some point in their careers to
raking prints (mostly those who have made a name for themselves), it is comparatively rare these days to review an exhi:itron of contemporary printmakers. The great energy, enthus asm and sense of discovery that fuelled the renaissance of
:intmaking from the late 1950s and on into the 1970s and
:Cs, seems to be a distant dream. The computer has taken
:ver. High quality digital images, manipulated by increasingly
sophisticated computer progl:lms, now hold centre stiage and
are in the spotlight. ln many respects the etchings, screen:nnts and mixed media prints exhibited by the printmakers of
Smnium Printworks are reminiscent of exhibitions forty years

France Bordeur's work, 'attempts to look through surface
appearances to their significance for the human viewer, especially in terms of universal but deeply personal life experiences,
such as change and loss." Her images are not sophisticated
or aesthetically pleasing. This may be a conscious choice,
or the inevitable awkwardness of a beginner. Whatever the
reason, prints such as Daydream I and Daydeam ll, remain in
the memory as images that successfully express feelings of
separation, longing, melancholy, rejection and loss.
Nick Smale

ago.

Rachel Beach has a light, ironic sense of humour. She likes
:c play on the different meanings we aftach to words. This is
expressed both in her titles and images, as for example in the
:tching, lt's a MiniAvianture. Here three cockerels, or perhaps
'rens, are seen careering along in a green mini, leaving behind
a red telephone box with it's receiver hanging ofi it's hook.
-here is something very 1960s about this print and certainly it

s a pre-mobile phone adventure. What Makes a Crazy Bear
lance, is drawn in the style of a tum of the century (nineteenth
:entury) advertisement. lt shows a bear dancing with its master
the caption beneath reads: "Genuine Perfumed Russian
3ear Grease." ln Oxford Circus, the style again alludes to the
:ast. A prancing horse is depicted together with a somersaultrg performer. Here the caption reads, "Neigh if you're glad to
:e gay" - the horse 'neighs'and the somersaulter says 'nay'.
-ris print is the most amusing and successful of Beach's

:rd

r"rages

-ewis Saunders'work is more direct and aesthetically formal.

- <e Patrick Caulfield, whose style Saunders has adopted, the
nages are drawn in a thick black unnuanced line. His titles
a'e matter-of-fact and laconic, as for example, Wallpaper,
see-through top and your new shoes and My favourite waste

:f time. The former print is of a young woman wearing high
-eeled shoes. She is scantily dressed, has long straight hair,
,vears red lipstick and has one breast exposed. ln the latter
:xample a naked young woman is seated in profile with knees
:'awn up towards her chest. She has pert little breasts, a slim
'3ure and long hair that partly conceals her face. An off-centre
:rd cropped formal arrangement adds to the interest and to
:re print's deliberate erotic appeal. Again these prints seem to
:e refening back to images, memories perhaps of the 1960s.
'laterina Kantalis has tried to inject fresh energy into flower
'nagery. Her screenprints, printed in sepia and hand coloured,
:'e based on photographs. They have an aged look as if they
-ad become faded over time. The detailed verisimilitude of the
:rotographic image can make it difficult for an artist to take
=,bject matter beyond superficial and familiar appearances.
3eorgia O'Keefe, who didn't use photography, transformed

-:r paintings of flowers into powerful symbolic images, and
r an entirely different way Garry Fabian Miller (Real in the
,'/orld, The Mead Gallery, Warwick University, 2005) using the
>:mplest of photographic methods created unique and pro':und statements about the natural world.
)age 2'l

Daydream France Bordeur

SCI-ART'Laboratories'
Trinity Gatholic College
Leamington Spa
Sci-Art 'Laboratories' at the Fine Art Department, Trinity
Catholic College, was a mammoth show this Spring and represented a further extension of their collaborative student-staffartist in residence approach to artistic practice and learning.
More ambitious and exciting than ever, this year's exhibition
took interdisciplinary work to new heights. lt encouraged students and practitioners alike to push the boundaries of art and
of science in ways that hark back to those great precursors
Leonardo da Vinci and sixteenth-century anatomist Andrea
Vesalius. Their studies link the work of these major histori-

cal figures to contemporary artists, from Helen Chadwick to
Damien Hirst, working on medical and scientific themes, or
inspired by these disciplines. There is a genuine challenge
here, not only in the researching and making but also in the
viewing of this complex and thought-provoking exhibition
lndeed, expanding the traditional 'palette' of artistic methods,
the work in 'Laboratories'sees these practitioners experimenting with and exploiting techniques of investigation and display
normally associated with the medical, biological and forensic
sciences, This is an excellent means to encourage thinking
outside the frame, whether among aspiring young scientists
or aftists. ln addition, it demands of pafticipants and viewers
alike new ways of looking at the wodd which in turn facilitate
greater creativity and lateral thinking in the young. The fact
that this exhibition entailed the comprehensive involvement of
students, including non-Trinity students, from a such wide age
range (key stages 1-5), demonstrates how the collaborative
approach to creativity can draw into artistic experimentation

large numbers of young people, for whom the pleasures of
making art and seeing it shown in public can transform their
understanding, appreciation and self-confidence in respect of
art. The courage of Trinity Fine Art staff should not be underestimated, either: the confidence not just to help youngsters

tained had themselves been dissected. Splayed and pinned
out in ways reminding us equally of the work of the seamstress, the anatomist and the natural scientist, the dissected
dress inhabits a space between the 'bodily'and the embodied:
the body's cultural signifiers in medicine and art, The sound
track of swarming bees adds a component, the more terrifying
because it registers almost subliminally.
Head of Art Sheridan Horn's new installation clearly moves on
from her previous work: we still see a single figurative 'body',
as if part of a sinister sci-fi experiment, foetally curled - or
abandoned? - in a corner of her exhibition space. This sense
of abandonment of the figure characterises and also underpins

the new work: the body as such, as a more-or-less complete
entity or unity, no longer really figures. lnstead we have the
body parts, or something not quite resembling discrete body
parts, blanched organ fragments bottled and jarred lining shelf
upon shelf around her claustrophobic little room. At the centre
stands a haunting steel mortuary trolley, alarmingly bright and
clean. Yet this remains more the artist's studio than the forensic
lab, especially when you realise almost all the specimens are
'created'. These strange squirming and somewhat repellent
organic forms are cast from latex, which looks and feels like
flesh or bits from inside bodies. Horn's almost obsessional
exploration here of the boundaries between art and medicine,
life and death and what is and is not 'real' results in a visually and intellectually fascinating piece with strong emotional
impact. There is real progress in this new piece.
Horn's excellent work as artist and teacher typifies but in no
way delimits the wealth and variety of exciting experimentation
evident in Trinity's Fine Art Department under her leadership.
Long may it last.
Anthea Callan

explore their creativity, but to work and exhibit alongside them,
is a rare jewel indeed. One particularly good example of this
in the Show was the complementary text and sound-based
installations by Media tutor Francis Gerrish and year '13 Fine
Art student Lara Horn.

Artists in residence during the preparations of work for the
show included most notably the renowned Korean sci-artist
Seong-hee Kim, exploring DNA structures in the production
of sculpture with a number of Key stage 3 students. Another
sculptor Grace Newman worked alongside another Key stage
3 group, incorporating medical ready-mades to examine the
nature of cell structures. Other artists in residence were Lucy
Halliday, with an exciting 'cabinet of curiosity'-based piece,
Eva Smets and Miriam Zvelking - three ex-Trinity art students
retuming to demonstrate their continuing engagement with the
Department's project.

Most powerful for me, however, were the installations by Fine
Art staff Sheridan Horn and Gillian Jopia. Jopia's extraordinarily creative piece 'Autopsy of a Marriage' was extremely disturbing: strong stuff. Combining techniques and materials (e.9.
petri dishes) more readily associated with forensic science,
with modern artistic techniques - photography, photocopying,
drawing - she literally anatomised that normally sacrosanct
'relic' of marriage, the wedding dress, in a shockingly violent
piece. Slicing with a scalpel, as it were, into the very fabric of
the dress gave the sense that the body, bones and flesh it conPage 22

Seong-hee Kim with key stage 3 sfudenfs

White Christmas
The White Room
Leamington Spa

::r

many years now H.M.Graphics have offered visitors to
White Room, residents of Leamington Spa and beyond,
to view at their leisure, work by nationally and
opportunity
=r
-ternationally famous artists. White Christmas offered a rich
=rd diverse sample that included etchings by Kossoff and
r,rerbach, a drawing by Kirchner and prints by Bacon, Clausel,
.'aire, Matisse, Riley and Vasarely, as well as some fine new
,rcrks by Bill Jackson and Phillip Goddard.
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trrillip Goddard's Near Water ll, was assembled from thin, nar':w slats of wood and fragments of a metal grid. The colour
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,r'hich was predominantly creamy white with a few faded areas

:f

blue/grey and pale yellow, was set against an all white
:ackground within a recessed frame, This reflected the light
gave to the work an airy lightness. Shallow repeated arcs
=rd
:ainted on the wood and resembling wave patterns interacted
,', th the lines of the metal grid to create an illusion of move.rent and shifting form. This is one of Goddard's most elusive

:rd
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\il

evocative images.

-rere were a number of small works including a

drawing

rdian ink on paper) by Kirchner, entitled, Five Figures in a
-ardscape (Badenda), some fine etchings by Leon Kossoff
=rd an etching of Kossoff himself by FrankAuerbach. Bridget
? ley was represented by a small screenprint and there was
=r original lithograph from the Theme and Variations Suite by
'.'atisse. Three striking prints by lvan Picelj, a Croatian artist
-'uenced by Constructivism, Kinetic Art and Op Art, were
-.lng side by side with screenprints by Vasarely. A wonderful
':d textured print by Richard Maire contrasted well with an

Matisse Themes and Variations

=arthy sienna and burnt umber etching by J.Clausel, an image

:-at might have been inspired by the metal grid framework
-sed for making handmade paper.

,'gins

and Eighteenth Century Japanese Dictionary were the

:: es of two new digital prints by Bill Jackson. ln the former
'-e famous book on the theory of natural selection, Darwin's
,-Ein of the Species, was opened at a chapter entitled,
- ticulties On Theory The book was held upside down by a
:,','o pronged mechanical hand. A magnifying glass, poised
'rove the text, enlarged it and at the same time reversed the
.rcrds. lnset within the compass of the magnifying glass was
; smaller circle where the print was blurred and illegible. ln
ghteenth Century Japanese Dictionary, the fragile pages
=
,f the book were held by a metal clamp attached to a verti-al rod. A small eyeglass, that a jeweller or a stamp collector
-ight use, hung over the open page, attached to the book by
, bull-dog clip. These images are strange and slightly disturb-; To me they suggest the fictions of Jorge Luis Borges', the

Bill Jackson Origins

abyrinths he created in some of his short stories, such as The

- 5rary of Babel.
\iick Smale

: age 23
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NHS Exhibition

Warwickshire College
Fine art students, Cheryl Portlock (Lollypop), Sonia Bubliatis

and Suminder Sahota are delighted that their work was
selected by the NHS from the exhibition held recently at
Warwickshire College. The work chosen by the NHS to exhibit
at their headquarters has a common thread running through it.
The similarity or shared elements cut across cultures, classes,

time and they can be universally appreciated. The work is
colourful, vibrant and noticeably striking. The NHS lnstitute for
lnnovation and lmprovement and Warwickshire College have
developed a relationship to promote art. The lnstitute believes
there is a strong link between the creative arts and developing innovative ideas for improving services in the NHS. The
work will be shown tor a year at Coventry House, based at the
Warwick University Campus.
Many artists claim to be inspired by music, but some claim
they can 'see' the notes, which they incorporate into their
art. This ability is called Synesthesia, from the Greek; synaisthesis, 'together perception'and famous artists, who claim
to have been Synesthetes including Wassily Kandisky, who
described his musical vision as an ensemble, with; 'colour
as the keyboard, the eyes are the harmonies, the soul is the
piano with many strings'. Synethesia is the perpetual crossover between the senses, or more simply put: a specific form
of 'coloured hearing'. The Russian composer, Alexander
Scriabin found expression for his synesthesia the other way
round by mmposing music for a 'light organ', literally an organ
that created light.

distinct styles used. 'Lollypop'was the name given to the artist
by her art tutor, John Herbert, on the basis of her work which
he described as quirky, kitschy, and appealing. She chooses
to use two styles to portray the dichotomy of life, each style a
reminder of the other. The compositions are simple, the backgrounds are usually painted in an adult style and the figures
are naiVe. The dichotomy of life or the contradictions that the
artist refers to include past and present, child and adult, strong
and vulnerable, worldly and innocent, completely grounded
and slightly fantastical. The narratives may include ironic
humour such as the painting wherein the artist, as a young
girl together with her friends are riding their bicycles through
the bush oblivious to the leopard close by. However, the title
of the painting is "The Deaf Leopard". One almost derives
a salubrious reaction from looking at the refreshing, brightly
coloured acrylics which usually contain an element of humour
and fun. Her perspective is not burdened by notions of size,
dimension, or logic. Her childlike lack of caution frees her to
capture audacious moments and peculiar dreams which is an
attempt to awaken our awareness of innocence.
Dave Philips

Both are muses for Leamington artists and synesthete,
Sonia Bublaitis, whose work, Sound Waves, is an emotional
response to music she's composed herself or favourite music
by other composers. lt is also, she says, 'an interpretation of
how music creates sounds that affects one's moods. I wanted
to create a painting that would echo my synthaesthesia and
produce a colour chart of vibrant energy waves'. The NHS
institute were keen to include her work, due to its potential
lo dazzle and ultimately uplift and were intrigued the artist's
assertions that, 'We are touched by beauty and sound and
thrive on energy and I want the viewer to share in the power
of energy through colour'. Could art be the secret weapon in
making the health service more efficient?
Suminder Sahota's work is colourful and tactile. The central
theme of the work is relationships. She work's with objects,
which symbolise these relationships as well as family photos,
which are transferred on to Canvas, or textiles using image
transfer techniques. Photos once transfened are than worked
on with threads. She also uses these threads to wind objects
like springs in a very intricate way. Colours of these threads
are bright, rich and pure. Threads and textiles are important
components, which have been influenced by her background.
ln her work threads are used as a painter would use paint
on his/her canvas. She uses threads because of the colour
range, tactility and creative flexibility they offer. Once we move
away from the aesthetic qualities of her work these threads

The Deaf Leopard Lollypop

also bring out qualities of displacement.

Atfirst glance one might be forgiven forerring that LOLLYPOP's
(Cheryl-Jacqueline Portlock) work falls within the naive genre
because when one looks again it is clear that there are two
Suminder Sahota
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Form and Function
r an intriguing article in "New Scientist" (4.2.06) Arthur l. Miller
srggests that beauty and science may not be as difierent from
:re another as we think. He regrets that artists and scien:sts seem to be unable to talk to one another in terms which
:oth understand. He suggests that we have now reached a
:.cint where artists and scientists actually share a common
:nguage, and shows how scientists frequently use aesthetic
:rms like "beauty" and "symmetry" in scientific theories.
:cr example, scientists are known to describe an equation
:s beautiful or a mathematical formula as having symmetry.
le quotes Paul Dirac in the 1960's as saying that "lt is more
nportant to have beau$ in one's equations than to have them
': experiment."
',liller asks how an equation or theory can be beautiful. To an
artist, beauty is subjective, in the sense that beauty is in the
eye of the beholder. To a scientist, symmetry is a particular
:crm of beauty. ln mathematics, equations retain their symnetrical form in whatever way they are transformed, and are
:nerefore objective. That is to say they exhibit the same formal

:lements and are therefore not subject to personal taste or
:pinion. He maintains that symmetry is important in science
lecause theories which exhibit symmetry are considered
:: be "beautiful theories" and usually turn out to be correct.
Symmetry he maintains, applies not onlyto visual imagery, but
ray be an "intuition about how nature ought to be." By way
:f example, Einstein's theory of relativity could be described
aesthetically beautiful, just as his discovery that light could
=s
so be a particle was an example of a minimal aesthetic.
=

I is unfortunate that Miller uses the term "aesthetic" as if it
reant simply beautiful or symmetrical. That is to limit its
reaning. ln use it has a much wider connotation. lt is a term
,r'hich can be applied to any object of perception by which we
::stinguish its visual features apart from its use. For example,
: functional object such as a coffee pot may be described as
-:^apely, a car as stylish or a cathedral as magnificent. But
::e term "aesthetic" does not apply only to items which we like
:: which we approve of. Terms like "ugly", "unsightly", "mis"repulsive", are also aesthetic terms which imply not
=1apen",
: rly distaste but also disapproval. lt is essential to distinguish
:rr aesthetic, that is our sensory and perceptual response to
:r object, from its use. Concorde can be appreciated simply
':r its elegant design, but that is difierent from paying attention
: its function as a flying machine. Aesthetic appreciation and
attention to use are two distinct conceptual categories.
',,1iller appears to regard symmetry as necessarily having aes:^etic value That is not always the case. Symmetrical figures
such as parallel lines, or exactly similar visual shapes of any
.: nd may appear visually uninteresting or banal. Most artists

r the 2Oth and

21st centuries would normally steer clear of

.,,mmetrical figures and distort their representations of objects
r the interest of visual stimulation and originality. Symmetry
iay well have an intuitive appeal in some cases, particularly
r mathematical equations as Miller maintains, but symmetry is
:nly one among a wide varie$ of aesthetic features.

-e also appears to favour Paul Dirac's view that if a scientific
:reory turns out not to be aesthetically appealing or beautiful,
:re data should be ignored and an aftempt made to pursue a
:eautiful equation. That is to put the cart before the horse.
lirac maintained that beauty in a mathematical theory could
3uarantee its accuracy. There may well be occasions where
reauty and accuracy happen to coincide in an equation or
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a theory, but to form general conclusions from a number of
similar instances is logically unsound, and does not necessarily
establish a universal principle.

ln mathematics, Miller suggests that beauty might become a
criterion for prefening one theory to another. But that would
amount to a subjective and therefore a scientifically unreliable
judgement. He concludes by floating the idea that art and language may well share a common language. He speculates:
'As technology advances, could a new visual language emerge
to blur or even obliterate the distinction between art and science?"

But why should anyone want to blur distinctions at all? One
of the essential features of language is to express subtle
differences between similar words and concepts. Roget's
Thesaurus of Synonyms and Antonyms provides a map of the
thousands of fine distinctions which can be made by words.
Any competent writer has to choose between words which are
similar in meaning but different in use according to their context
and their resonance. lt is equally important to recognise and
make distinctions between things and concepts which differ in
kind but are sometimes thought to have the same meaning.
The terms "aesthetic" and "beautiful are a case in point. The
term "aesthetics" does not always imply beauty.
ln the interest of clarity, it has to be recognised that art and science are fundamentally difierent activities and concepts. That
is not to say that artistic, scientific or technological elements
cannot all be present in the same object or activity, but we have
to distinguish between the difierent roles they play. The scientific and technological roles are basically functional. Science
aims to discover and explain how things work; technology aims

to design things, from sewing machines to spaceships,

and

make them work. The different role of art is to create objects
which appeal initially for the quality of their presentation as
distinct from any function or purpose which they may have. Of
course the artist may at the same time have a particular aim or
function for what he creates. lf his work has liftle or no perceptual interest in itself it will fail to get a viewer's desired attention. Whilst scientific, technological and aesthetic features are
conceptually difierent in kind, they may all be found together
in man-made objects. Such objects, from candlesticks to personal computers, are normally designed to give visual, tactile
and in the case of computers, ergonomic satisfaction to their
users, as well as fulfilling a function. Similarly, paintings, sculptures and other art objects will have various degrees of visual
interest and at the same time a historical, religious, social,
psychological or political function.

On the main issue, it would appear there is nothing to be
gained by attempting to equate art and science as identical
or even similar in concept. As I have tried to show, that can
only lead to a confusion of categories. What can legitimately
be claimed, however, is that art and science, including technology, are frequently if not almost universally combined in
man-made items, and more often than not, are complementary

to one another. ln practical terms, most physical objects can
be shown to have perceptual qualities in their own right as
well as practical purposes. A mathematical formula can be as
aesthetically fascinating as the visual appreciation of a landscape painting or a three-dimensional figure. But it is a fallacy
to postulate an identity between art and science, whether as
concepts or in the language they use.
Ray Racy
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The Current Membership of LSA
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lwish to become a Member of LSA
Telephone.....
e-mail.

Address..

Postcode......
I am enclosing an amount of E.....to cover my subscription (€1 0.00 / E5'00 Cons)

Signed..........

Date.
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North Hall, Spencer
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Street

Leamington
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JO RObeftS counesy ofThe Royal Pump Rooms

Key stage 3 students under guidance
ol Grace Newman
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